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ABSTRACT
This study examined the differences in reporting in Radio-Television of Serbia’s
(RTS) main newscast Dnevnik 2 between the period of Slobodan Milosevic’s rule (19892000) and the period after the establishment of democracy in Serbia (2001-2009).
The data were gathered by the content analysis of 63 RTS newscasts in the period
1989-2009. The research included quantitative analysis as well as additional observations of
RTS newscasts noted at the time of coding.
The major findings suggest that in the democratic period (2001-2009) RTS
newscasts become shorter, more consistent in duration, less dedicated to coverage of state
and ruling party officials’ activities, and more inclined to reporting about social issues and
other political events. The number of voices in RTS newscasts became significantly higher.
The overall reporting became more balanced and more diverse. At the same time RTS kept
the old priority in news reporting which put Official Stories in leading positions and
remained occasionally inclined to increase the number of Official Stories in times of
important political events. Based on these results this study derived the following
hypotheses for state/public service television stations in countries in transition: 1)
consistency of duration of newscasts increases as the regime in the country becomes less
controlling 2) the dominance of Official Stories decreases as the regime in the country
becomes less controlling 3) the number of sound bites in newscasts increases as the regime
becomes less controlling (the number of voices in newscasts increases as the democracy
progresses), and 4) the coverage of Official Stories increases in times of important
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domestic political events, possibly those that have endangered national security, even if the
regime becomes less controlling.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
“It is clear that people in Central and Eastern Europe did not really know what ‘Europe’
looked like when they decided they wanted to be a part of it. In fact, they were chasing a
dream, born out of desperation with their lot under the Communist system.”
Karol Jakubowitz
1.1 Introduction
The last 20 years in Serbia’s political, social and media scenes have been very turbulent.
With the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989 communism in the Soviet sphere of influence has
collapsed. While some Central and Eastern European countries adjusted to the fall of
communism rather smoothly, in the countries of the former Yugoslavia the changes were
followed by bloody wars. For Serbia, one of the republics of the former Yugoslavia, the collapse
of communism coincided with the rise of the regime of Slobodan Milosevic 1. Serbia suffered a
decade long period of wars, conflicts, political instability, and severe economic crisis. When
democracy finally reached this Balkan nation in 2000, citizens of Serbia faced the difficult
period of transition which continues today.
Radio-Television of Serbia (RTS) is the country’s oldest and main broadcaster. It has
played a very significant role throughout this whole period. From being a state TV channel and
the “most influential propaganda mechanism of [Milosevic’s] regime” (Veljanovski, 2005, p.
219), to balancing between various influences and irregularities in post-Milosevic period
(Radosavljević, February 18, 2002), or even becoming loyal to new parties in power
1

The correct spelling would be Milošević but as the name is widely known in western literature, in this study, it will
be spelled in its western variance, as Milosevic.
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(Mirimanova, 2006), Radio-Television of Serbia has struggled to regain professional standards
and the trust of the audience. Today, the editor-in-chief of RTS news program, states that
international observers “claim that RTS has succeeded, just in a couple of years, to dramatically
increase professional standards and to head towards the company of serious European public
broadcasters,” (Stefanović, August 28, 2009).
Throughout the years, the main RTS news program, Dnevnik 2, aired at 7:30 p.m., has
been the most watched news program in the country. Research done in 1996, during the
Milosevic era, showed that Dnevnik 2 had an audience of 69.2% of the population (Mavrić et al,
1997). From 2003, when electronic measurement was introduced, to present day, the AVERAGE
share of Dnevnik 2 increased and reached 45.4% in 2008 (Senić, 2009) as shown in Table 1 2.
Moreover, the ratings show that Dnevnik 2 has the highest ratings among the ten most popular
news programs in the country for the period 2003-2009 (with exception of 2008). Its peak share
reached 55.8% in 2009 (Senić, 2009a) as shown in Table 2.
The popularity of Dnevnik 2 coincides with the popularity of television in Serbia. In this
Southeastern European country of estimated 7.49 million inhabitants (Department for Statistics
of the Republic of Serbia, 2002), television is the most popular medium. According to Open
Society Institute (2005), 81.7% of households own television sets and 98% of the population
above the age of four watch television. In 2008 the average viewing time was almost 5 hours per
day (AGB Nielsen, cited in Tošović, December 2009).

2

All the tables and figures are located in Appendix A.
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To understand the past and the current position of Radio-Television of Serbia one has to
know the history of the country and the history of television in Serbia after World War II when
television started its development.
1.2 Background
After World War II until the early 1990s Serbia was part of the Socialist Federative
Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY), a one party socialist-communist country (although not
totalitarian) composed of six republics and two autonomous provinces. The country was ruled by
Josip Broz Tito until his death in 1980. Tito’s rule was known as a sort of liberal communism
with open borders and heavy international borrowing (Cox, 2002). After Tito’s death Yugoslavia
continued to exist with the system of rotating leadership positions. However, in the 1980s the
country suffered economic challenges and ethnic tensions before its final breakup in 1991. In
literature and among general public, SFRY is commonly called “the former Yugoslavia.”
In the former Yugoslavia, media were, for the most part, controlled by the ruling and the
only party – the Communist Party. That control was less rigid than in other communist countries,
and the freedom of the press was guaranteed by the Yugoslav Constitution from 1974 and other
laws. However, freedom of the press was highly limited. As Pešić (1994) describes, the name,
person and work of the leader, Tito, was protected from criticism. The Constitution also stated
that “no one may use these freedoms and rights (…) in order to disrupt the foundations of the
socialist self-management democratic order,” (Pešić, 1994, p. 12). Furthermore, it was implied
that journalists were supposed to serve the government.
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RTS (then Radio-Television of Belgrade) was the first TV channel to begin broadcasting
in Serbia in 1958. Similar to other electronic media (radio and TV stations), RTS acted as
“typical state or party” media: “the employees were warned that they worked in the enterprises
of special interest and that they were the part of the establishment” (p. 215) with the editorial
policy directed by the Communist Party (Veljanovski, 2005). Thus, the level of self-censorship
was high. On the other hand, Radio-Television of Belgrade nurtured high quality productions
and a strong sense of leadership in technological development and was called the “BBC of
Balkans” (Milošević & Petrović, 2008).
Each unit of the Yugoslav federation had a radio-television system that functioned
separately but under the editorial leadership of the Communist Party (Veljanovski, 2005). Serbia,
which was the only republic with two autonomous provinces, had three radio-television systems:
Radio-Television of Belgrade (for central Serbia), Radio-Television of Novi Sad (for the
northern province of Vojvodina), and Radio-Television of Priština (for the southern province of
Kosovo).
During the 1980s Slobodan Milosevic, a “mid-level Serbian official” (Cox, 2002, p. 133),
rose to the head of the Communist Party and became the president of the Presidency of Serbia in
1989. In December 1990, at the first multi-party presidential and parliamentary elections in
Serbia since World War II, he was elected president of Serbia. His newly formed Socialist Party
of Serbia, the successor of the Communist Party of Serbia, won the majority of seats in the
Parliament. His victory was considered to be a result of major rallies where he highlighted major
nationalistic issues. By the time he became the president of Serbia he had already engineered the
fall of the governments of Vojvodina and Kosovo, put his key followers in media, and was
4

considered to be the “boss of Serbia” (Cox, 2002; Sotirović, 2009). In literature he is considered
to be a nationalistic leader who ruled the country as an authoritarian and, while allowing some
opposition, brutally interfered with the elements of democracy (Cox, 2002).
After putting his followers in the media Milosevic succeeded in centralizing the
broadcasting system in Serbia. The law adopted in 1991 allowed Radio-Television of Belgrade,
Radio-Television of Novi Sad, and Radio-Television of Priština to be put under the same
umbrella: Radio-Television of Serbia (RTS). The goal was to make a centralized system that
would be directly under the control of the government (Veljanovski, 2005).
At the same time, following the fall of communism in Central and Eastern Europe, the
Yugoslav republics of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Macedonia declared
themselves sovereign and seceded from Yugoslavia. This was followed by bloody wars in
Croatia and Bosnia, and a minor conflict in Slovenia. Serbia stayed in the federation with
Montenegro, the only remaining republic with non-secessionist tendencies. The two republics
formed the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) in 1992. Milosevic continued to rule the
country as the president of Serbia, the dominant republic, or the president of FRY.
During Milosevic’s rule RTS was under the direct control of the government. Although
the new laws allowed the formation of private media and formally guaranteed “freedom of the
press and other forms of public dissemination of information” (Pešić, 1994, p. 16), the main
media were state media. At Radio-Television of Serbia the government appointed all members of
the managing board and the general manager after the 1991 law enabled the centralization of
three state broadcasting centers into one (Veljanovski, 2005).
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The regime put its followers in key positions and selected the journalists according to the
criteria of patriotism. The level of censorship was extremely high. “On RTS it was censorship
through the selection of ‘honest, patriotic’ editors, journalists and their executives” (Pešić, 1994,
p.17). Those who did not obey those criteria were sent off to so-called “compulsory vacation” for
an indefinite period of time.
More than 1,000 staff members were forced to leave because the regime considered them
politically unsuited. Professional standards degraded and RTS was left with a large majority of
those who were willing to pursue the path of “patriotic journalism” (Open Society Institute,
2005).
Simultaneously, Radio-Television of Serbia was the main source of information for
impoverished people hit by the severe economic crisis. It was the only broadcaster to cover the
majority of the country (96 per cent). It was also available in neighboring countries (former
republics of Yugoslavia) and in some parts of the world by satellite (Pešić, 1994). “The number
of people watching TV Belgrade every evening was 3.5 million” (Pešić, 1994, p.15). In that
atmosphere RTS was publishing half-truths and lies, consciously manipulating the public in
order to maintain Milosevic’s regime in power (Pešić, 1994).
Although RTS had enormously high ratings in the early 1990s, the trust of the audience
started to diminish as people were realizing its manipulations. In 1994, 36% of the Serbian
audience estimated that an independent TV station, Studio B, was the best news channel, while
26. 4% favored RTS (Gordy 1999, cited in Mirimanova, 2006). Even civic protests against RTS
reporting were organized. “During 1996-1997 demonstrations, lasting three months, against an
attempt of the regime to fake the outcome of municipal elections in Serbia, the RTS building was
6

one of the major destinations of dissatisfied citizens. During the RTS prime-time news hour,
throughout major cities, dissatisfied citizens – on streets, in front of their houses, on balconies –
hit pans, rang bells and produced all kinds of other noises, as a form of protest against the regime
propaganda on television” (Open Society Institute, 2005, p. 1351).
Independent reporting in Serbia during the 1990s was reserved for private media, but they
were severely persecuted by the regime. Independent journalists were being arrested for
supposed treason or libel and often called the “stooges” of Western powers (Cox, 2002). The
1998 Information Law banned, among other things, the “breach of reputation and honor of
individuals” (Article 11) and broadcasting of foreign programs (Article 27) while Article 69
envisaged draconian punishments for breaches of the act (Information Law, 1998). Just in the
first year after its adoption, more than 20 media were punished for breaching the law – many of
them were completely closed while others had to pay millions of dinars in fines (Kaljević,
October 23, 1999).
In 1999, in order to stop persecution of Albanians in the southern province of Kosovo by
Milosevic’s regime, NATO conducted 78 days of airstrikes against Serbia. After the bombing,
Milosevic pulled the army and the police out of Kosovo, which became an international
protectorate under the rule of the United Nations (Cox, 2002). When the Serbian police and
army left Kosovo in June 1999 RTS abandoned its studio in the provincial capital of Priština
(Open Society Institute, 2005).
During the 1999 NATO bombing, when the state of war was declared, the pressure on the
media increased. Any information which contradicted the official version of events was
pronounced as “treason” of the country. On April 11, 1999, during the NATO bombing of
7

Serbia, Slavko Ćuruvija, founder of the independent paper “Daily telegraph” was killed in
Belgrade, after a pro-government newspaper accused him of encouraging the air strikes. After
Ćuruvija’s death, U.S. National Public Radio commented that “the independent media in the
Yugoslav capital was now mostly quiet and hidden” (NPR, April 12, 1999).
While independent media were being suppressed by the Serbian government, the state
media were under the international condemnation for being one of the pillars of Milosevic’s
regime. International sanctions against the then Federal Republic of Yugoslavia seriously
diminished RTS’s technical potential in the 1990s. The zenith of international disapproval with
the RTS programming came in 1999. On the night of April 23, NATO bombed its headquarters
in Belgrade. Sixteen RTS employees, mainly technical staff, were killed. NATO also destroyed
many other RTS technical installations: “Altogether 84 locations suffered a complete destruction
of studio equipment, aerial and transmission systems, and other technical assets. A rough
estimate of the material loses was 350 million Euros” (Open Society Institute, 2005, p.1352).
Although suffering severe losses, Milosevic’s RTS continued news broadcasting until the next
year.
On October 5, 2000, Milosevic’s regime was toppled in a massive demonstration in the
capital, Belgrade. Milosevic was forced to step down and recognize the results of September 24,
2000 federal elections in which the candidate of a coalition of democratic parties (Democratic
Opposition of Serbia) won. Western countries supported the results of elections and welcomed a
new democratic country into the international community by restoring diplomatic relations,
sending millions of dollars in aid and accepting FRY in different international organizations
(Cox, 2002).
8

During the demonstrations of October 5, 2000, the RTS building in downtown Belgrade,
which, because of its one-sided reporting got the nickname “TV Bastille,” was stormed by
protestors and set on fire. The equipment that was not burned was stolen: “(…) everything which
had some form of value was taken – cameras, TV sets, computers, telephones. According to
Aleksandar Crkvenjakov, former RTS general manager, on October 5, RTS suffered, in some
extent, more damage than during the bombing” (Gligorijević et al., November 28, 2002).
RTS reestablished broadcasting that same night, airing the program from the studio in
Košutnjak, in the outskirts of Belgrade. The symbolic change of its name to “new RTS” was
supposed to represent the total course change with the kind of journalism favored by the previous
regime and to transition to democratic values.
In the initial chaotic atmosphere in Košutnjak, among armed security guards of various
affiliations, it was hard to distinguished who was in charge. RTS ongoing staff, journalists who
were purged during Milosevic’s regime, independent journalists, as well as some representatives
of newly established authorities showed up to start the new program. Lack of equipment and
professionally trained journalists, as well as the overall atmosphere of revolutionary insecurity
and distrust between the “old” and the “new” RTS staff made the task more difficult.
The revolutionary period in which RTS was managed by crisis management and then by
the acting general manager Nenad Ristić lasted until 2001 when Aleksandar Crkvenjakov was
named general manager and Bojana Lekić, former editor at independent radio B92, was named
as editor-in-chief of the RTS news program (Gligorijević et al., November 28, 2002). However,
the difficult task of transforming RTS into a public service broadcaster was still to follow.

9

In Europe it is expected that public broadcasters provide universality of service (the same
technical quality to all), programs that inform and educate, to cater for a variety and diversity of
interests (popular and special tastes) and for minorities. It is expected that they produce the
programming for all individuals and groups, that they provide a forum for discussion where all
opinions can be expressed, that they “must develop pluralistic, innovatory, and varied
programming which meets high ethical and quality standards, and that they must not sacrifice the
pursuit of quality to market forces” (O’Hagan and Jennings, 2003, p. 33). In general, a public
broadcaster is defined as “a non-profit, independent radio-television organization, based on the
interests of general public and funded from public sources, which by its varied, balanced, and
high quality programming meets the needs of the largest possible number of citizens, i.e. general
public, without bias or discrimination” (Veljanovski, 2005, p. 28).
Reforms of RTS started in 2002 when the Broadcasting Act made the basis for its
transformation from a state company into the public service, financed and controlled by the
general public. The law charged RTS to produce diverse and balanced programming “which
supports the values of the democratic society” (Article 77). It envisioned RTS’ news program to
be independent from political and other centers of power (Article 78), and to be unbiased and
objective (Article 79). It set the managing structures of RTS consisting of the Governing board,
appointed by the Broadcasting agency (Article 87), and the general manager who is appointed by
the Governing board after a public call for applications (Articles 89 and 90). The law introduced
the license fee as the main source of financing for RTS (Article 81). The law also envisioned the
formation of Radio-Television of Vojvodina, a separate public broadcaster for the territory of the
northern province (Article 94). Thus, formerly centralized Radio-Television of Serbia was to be
separated into two broadcasters (Broadcasting Act, 2002).
10

The law entrusted the new regulatory body - the Broadcasting Agency of the Republic of
Serbia - with the majority of broadcasting regulation tasks. This was the first time in the history
of broadcasting in Serbia that an independent regulatory body was entrusted to act as a controller
of the broadcasting sector (Veljanovski, 2005). However, the controversy over the appointment
of Agency’s members significantly slowed the implementation of the law and thus the
transformation of RTS into a public broadcaster. As the deadline for transformation passed in
February 2003, RTS functioned in the legal vacuum until 2006 when the deadline was extended
and when the allocation of broadcasting frequencies finally started. However, the license fee
started to be charged in December 2005 before RTS was transformed into the public broadcaster.
(Open Society Institute, March 28, 2006). Many consider that RTS officially became a public
broadcaster in 2006 when a new governing board and programming board, as well as general
manager and program editors were elected (Mavrić, April 2007).
Today, RTS has six main channels – four radio and two TV channels. It also has a
satellite channel and a newly established digital channel (RTS digital). On its website RTS
describes itself as “an important institution of Serbian culture” because besides TV and radio
channels it also has “a vast network of correspondents, Internet presentations, music production
(folk and pop music, symphonic and jazz orchestra, and choral groups), publishing activity, and a
documentary center” (RTS online, June 12, 2009).
RTS today functions in the pluralistic media sphere where citizens have access to varied
news sources and political information (IREX, 2009) In the broadcasting arena, five TV stations,
besides RTS, have a license for national coverage (Broadcasting Licenses’ Register, 2009).
Despite that, RTS’s first channel (RTS1) stayed the most popular in Serbia. For the period
11

January –March 2009 it had ratings of 7.1 % and share of 28.3% (RTS online, June 12, 2009).
RTS main news bulletin is the most popular news bulletin in Serbia. In November 2009 it had a
share of 40.6% (Jovanović, December 8, 2009). RTS1 airs mainly news and current affairs
programs (35% of content), drama serials and series (24 percent), and entertainment (17 percent)
while education, documentary, children and sport programs are reserved for the second channel
(Milošević & Petrović, 2008).
News programs and drama series are traditionally the most significant locally produced
programs of RTS (Milošević & Petrović, 2008). The most popular program remains Dnevnik 2, a
daily news bulletin aired at 7:30 with the average share of 44.5% in 2009 (Senić, 2009).
From May 2007 to November 2009, a 30 month training program for RTS staff was
delivered by British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in order to help the transformation of RTS
into public service (BBC World Service Trust, December 2009).
The RTS website increasingly wins popularity. In 2006 it had over one million three
hundred individual visits, which is twice as much as in 2005 (Milošević & Petrović, 2008). In
2010 it was independently declared as the best web site in the country in the category of news
and information (RTS online, February 1, 2010).
Marking half of a century of television in Serbia, RTS started broadcasting its digital
channel in 2008. The channel is airing cultural content and is “unique in the region.” Overall,
RTS plans to completely switch to digital broadcasting in 2011 (RTS online, June 12, 2009a).
The major achievements in strengthening RTS’s recent competitive advantage are
considered to be the 2008 Eurovision Song Contest coverage and 2009 World Student Games
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coverage, which received “international plaudits,” drama “Ranjeni Orao” (Wounded Eagle)
which received “critical esteem and unprecedented ratings,” and winning bid over the private
station B92 for the coverage of the Champions League football coverage (BBC World Service
Trust, December 2009).
RTS is also conducting several community service initiatives: an initiative for building a
safe house for victims of family violence, an initiative for raising the awareness of organ donor
importance, an initiative for furnishing the gyms of 30 elementary schools, an initiative for
preventing cancer, an initiative for rebuilding the TV tower, and an initiative for promoting a
clean environment (RTS online, 2010).
Overall assessments are that RTS programs are balanced and diverse (Veljanovski,
2005). However, political pressures on RTS were reported during the whole period of democracy
until 2009 when IREX (2010) assessed that RTS is more moderate in supporting authorities than
in previous years.
Overstaffing still remains one of the biggest challenges at RTS. From the overall number
of 4024 employees RTS reduced the number of employees by 650 in October 2009. The
employees were offered a monetary reimbursement. The plans are that in the next two years the
number of employees will be reduced by another 1000 (RTS online, October 31, 2009).
It has to be noted that the last decade of Serbian history did not pass without turbulence.
In 2006 Montenegro invoked its right to secede from the federation with Serbia. Also, on 17
February 2008, the UN-administered province of Kosovo declared itself independent of Serbia
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(CIA Factbook, 2009). These events did not have any major impact on the work of RadioTelevision of Serbia.
Serbia is now a parliamentary republic with Boris Tadić, leader of the Democratic Party
as the president. He first took office in 2004 and was re-elected in 2008 after defeating his
nationalist rival Tomislav Nikolić, then a member of the Serbian radical party (BBC, 2009). The
change of government after the parliamentary elections held in 2008 did not result in the change
of senior RTS management, which indicated that the political change no longer automatically
results in management change in the nation’s main broadcaster (BBC World Service Trust,
December 2009).
In summary, RTS, the oldest broadcaster in Serbia, has had three periods of development
in its history which coincided with socio-political changes:
1) 1958 – 1989: state broadcaster in the socialist-communist Yugoslavia
2) 1989-2000: state broadcaster as one of the pillars of Milosevic’s regime
3) 2000-present: path towards the public service broadcaster in the democratic period.
This thesis analyzes the content of Dnevnik 2, the most popular newscast in the country,
in the last two periods.
1.3 Statement of the problem
The transformation of state TV broadcasters into public service entities in postcommunist countries has been a long and sometimes painful process. In most cases state TV
systems have been gigantic organizations, with a bureaucratic structure, without the appropriate
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system of management (Nikolić, 2003). After the fall of communism in 1989, multiparty
political systems have been introduced. State media began to be subjected to the influences of
different political parties. In some countries the eruption of nationalism has further aggravated
the democratization and the professionalization of media. Newly formed rich and political parties
have begun to create media, which were, more or less propaganda tools. The journalists
themselves have understood the freedom of the press as the freedom to express their own
opinions or to be the “protectors” of the society. In that atmosphere the need for a media system
that would guarantee at least the minimum of unbiased and objective reporting was starting to
gain momentum. However, in new political circumstances, the groups in power were often not
interested in strong public service media because they would not be able to use them for their
own interests as their predecessors did. In these countries where passions calmed and where the
rules have been established the need for a medium that would reflect the broad range of interests
started to be understood. Public broadcasters’ ratings increased and the trend of their integration
in the family of international public broadcasters was noted. Political influences that persisted
could not be compared to previous times (Veljanovski, 2005).
In Serbia, the transformation of state television into a public broadcaster was delayed by
the eleven year rule of Slobodan Milosevic. In that period, as argued by authors cited in 1.2.,
Radio-Television of Serbia, as a centralized system, served as a propaganda tool of his regime.
Operating under the restrictive media laws and under government control where the journalists
and managers were selected according to ruling party ideals rather than professional criteria,
RTS produced the news that was selective and manipulative.
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With the arrival of democracy in 2000 and introduction of new regulatory framework,
RTS started to be transformed into a public service provider. Faced with delayed implementation
of the law and still-existent political influences, the station was finally decentralized, its
financing system changed from state budget to a license fee, and the programming started to be
more diverse and balanced (as described in 1.2).
From these assessments it can be inferred that, in the last twenty years, RTS has changed
both structurally and program-wise. However, the question remains whether the content of RTS
main newscast, Dnevnik 2, changed in that period and to what extent the principles of balanced
reporting were implemented during the democracy period.
The goal of this study is to determine how RTS news reporting has changed since the fall
of communism until the present day. Analyzing the content of RTS main newscast, Dnevnik 2,
according to the categories of the duration of newscast, types and perceived importance of
stories, and number of voices in the newscast, this study will show the ways the content of
Milosevic’s RTS newscast differed from the content of a democratic RTS newscast.
Four research questions are addressed in this study:
RQ1: How much has the content of RTS main newscast changed throughout the years?
RQ2: To what extent has RTS been an official voice of the government?
RQ3: How has RTS reflected the needs of citizens in its main newscast?
RQ4: How has RTS changed from state TV to a public broadcaster?
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1.4 Significance of the study
In a region where, through history, revolutions were born from intolerable states of
submission, freedom surged as an indispensable aspiration. This freedom is a relatively new
instrument which is yet to be exercised in its abundant capacity.
Countries of the Central and Eastern European region were successful to different extents
in their transformation processes and one single tendency could not be traced in the media
systems in individual countries. Although some countries of the region have demonstrated
serious flaws in the successful transformation process (demonopolization, media differentiation to ensure their freedom and independence, pluralization, democratization, and
professionalization of journalists), “with the exception of Central Asian countries, the media
situation practically everywhere is certainly better in practically every respect than in was under
the Communist system,” (Jakubowitcz, 2007, p. 345).
The beginning of the transformation of the social and media landscape in Serbia from
communism to democracy has been much more complex than in other post-communist countries.
Serbia had to make a transition from a communist society and to finish transforming from a
criminalized, post-communist, and semi-authoritarian state. While other post-communist
countries have been more or less democratized, Serbia went through societal and political
catastrophes during 1990s: a series of wars in which it was directly or indirectly involved; a
populist and incompetent Milosevic’s regime that criminalized state institutions and
impoverished the whole society; international economic and cultural isolation; and 1999 NATO
bombing (Vidić, 2005).
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The analysis of content in the RTS main newscast from 1989 to 2009 will show the
changes through which the most popular newscast in the country has gone throughout the very
significant and turbulent period of Serbia’s history. It will allow the comparison of the RTS main
newscast content in Milosevic’s semi-authoritarian regime with the democratic period. This
would allow us to more concretely assess its level of professionalism, which could be a
significant indicator of the level of press freedom attained in the country. Also, it can serve as a
point of comparison for other future studies of public television services in the region, which to
different levels have either stayed one of the main news sources (i.e. Croatia) or almost
completely disappeared (i.e. Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia). Furthermore, studying
the evolution of the content of the RTS main newscast can contribute to obtaining a more
complete image of the media scene in societies that are pursuing the hard path to democracy.
Finally, it can provide us with a tool of positioning RTS relevantly in the context of past and
present socio-political situations with the possibility of finding patterns and predicting future
trends.
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CHAPTER 2
LITTERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Literature review
This chapter provides the review of the literature written about RTS’s work from the
early 1990s to present day. The literature is listed chronologically and grouped into two periods
relevant for the study: the literature about the RTS’s work in Milosevic’s period (1989-2000) and
the literature about RTS’s work in the democratic period (2001-2009). The literature review
includes: academic works, analyses done by non-governmental organizations, international and
regional media studies groups, and experts, opinion-oriented articles published in regional media
associations’ publications, analytical news magazines’ articles, analyses done by RTS research
department, as well as unpublished experts’ reports.
2.2 The Milosevic’s period (1989-2000)
The Gannett Center for Media Studies from Columbia University conducted an analysis
of media in Eastern Europe in June 1990, one year after the fall of communism and one year
before the beginning of the wars in the former Yugoslavia in 1991. The analysis was based on
background research, visits to government agencies, news organization, universities, and 125
interviews with individuals. In Yugoslavia, Gannett researchers found the press system to be
decentralized. The legal issues had largely been delegated to individual republics, broadcasting
had been controlled by governments of six republics and two provinces, and the distribution of
newspapers had been in the hands of individual publishing houses. Gannet also found that media
in Yugoslavia in 1990 had a nationalistic agenda. While some media in Serbia had been
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spreading nationalistic chauvinism, media in Slovenia and Croatia would respond by fomenting
against Serbia. As a result, it happened that media in three republics had offered their three
separate nationalist-inspired versions of the same event (Gannett, 1990).
In his book Forging War Thompson (1994) analyzed the role of the media in Serbia,
Croatia, and Bosnia in instigating the wars in the former Yugoslavia. The author conducted
historical, content, discourse, and format analyses of the most influential media in these
countries. He found numerous indicators to support his hypothesis that Radio-Television of
Serbia was the most important medium used by the government to influence the audience and
obtain public support for extreme nationalist politics. First, the order of items in the RTS main
newscast simply reflected political priorities according to Milosevic’s directions. The program
was often confusing: the newscasters were often switched in mid-report, the foreign reports were
given as voice-overs to a postcard image of a relevant capital, and the video coverage of war
reports was often unsuitable. If the subject was controversial, news scripts were incoherent and
stuffed with rhetorical questions, prejudicial metaphors, innuendo, exhortations, warnings, and
bizarre analogies. As the most unusual feature Thompson (1994) sees the commentaries –
editorials delivered to camera by one of the news journalists, which were intended to utter the
political subtext of the news reports by distorting “rare nuggets of information” “amid
convolutions of rhetorical sarcasm, special pleas, and paranoid non-sequiturs” (p. 94). Even the
weather forecast was intended to support the war vision of the Serbian regime as it covered Serb
territories captured in Bosnia and Croatia. Moreover, in the evening news RTS would feature
prominently the press conferences of those who Milosevic used to spread his political goals, as
he, himself, was more inclined to give short statements (Thompson, 1994).
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Second, the author found that in war coverage, RTS maintained one-sided reporting. It would
not air the reports from the Croatian towns or those that incriminated the actions of Serbian
paramilitary forces. Vlado Mareš, a journalist who was sending these kinds of reports, was fired.
Only one sixth of RTS’s coverage of the war in Bosnia featured the actual footage from the war.
As the majority of coverage of war news included reporters or editors speaking to camera, a map
or archive material, it was concluded that the horrors of the war were absent in RTS coverage
(Thompson, 1994).
Third, the language that RTS used emphasized the defensive nature of Serbian activity
(Serbs are “fighting for freedom,” “defending” and “guarding,” protecting their “native soil”)
while the opposing sides were depicted with pejorative terms (“evil-doers,” “cut-throats,”
“Ustashe 3,” “mujahedin,” “jihad warriors”). In covering the attacks against Serbs, RTS’s reports
were led by three key axioms: “Serbs suffer aggression at home and betrayal abroad; Croats are
‘Ustashe’, with everything that entails; and Serbs must be ever-vigilant, willing to mobilize for
self-defense” (Thompson, 1994, p. 111).
Fourth, RTS was omitting the unwanted news such as the ethnic cleansing of 28,000
Muslims from western Bosnia, the disclosure of mass graves in Croatia, the naming of Milosevic
and other Serbian leaders as candidates for war crimes trials, Serbian opposition calls for
changes in RTS, or politicians’ disagreements with Milosevic’s politics, etc. When it was not
possible to ignore the story, RTS would use denial, usually without citing the report in
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The “Ustasha” movement was a Croat extreme nationalist grouping which practiced terrorism against royal
Yugoslavia in 1930s and was responsible for murders of several hundred thousand Serbs, Jews, Roma, and political
enemies during World War II. There were some attempts to rehabilitate the movement in Croatia in 1990s. In
Serbia the term has been used to describe all Croat nationalists (Pešić, 1994).
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contention, or would smooth the story by moving it to the end of the program or by running a
mirror-image story on the same subject (bread-queue massacre in Sarajevo in 1992, international
suspension of Yugoslavia – Serbia and Montenegro - in 1992, the shooting of two orphans on a
refugee bus departing Sarajevo in 1992, etc). By partial or no reporting at all, RTS collaborated
in campaigns of terror against Sandžak (southern Serbia) Muslims which resulted in ethnic
cleansing. RTS did not mention the reports of the European Commission about the estimated
rapes of 20,000 Muslim women in Bosnia and misrepresented the murder of the deputy prime
minister of Bosnia on January 8, 1993. Finally, in selecting studio guests, RTS would choose
those who supported Serbian positions, sometimes without the explanation who they are and
what they represent (Thompson, 1994).
In her Master’s thesis Pešić, (1994) described the methods of manipulation at RTS in
1992 and 1993. Using the methods of content and discourse analysis she cited different examples
from RTS newscasts that supported the hypothesis that RTS was spreading the propaganda of
Milosevic’s regime. The author concluded that RTS was using “half-truths – omitting,
obscuring, and shortening commentaries – and pure lies – invented by either RTS itself or by
politicians close to the regime, or by somebody directly from the regime” (p. 20) in order to
support Milosevic’s regime. According to Pešić (1994), the most powerful methods of
manipulations RTS used were commentaries, omissions, obscured information, flying in the face
of physical logic, invented news, misrepresentation of opposition parties and the international
community, and using a defensive vocabulary to picture Serb activity in the wars. Pešić (1994)
also found that RTS was avoiding publishing anything about the opposition parties or was
“satanizing” them by accusing them of “being traitors of Serbs” and “CIA spies” while their
coverage in pre-election campaigns was substantially smaller than the one of Milosevic’s and his
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political allies. RTS also pictured the international community as being against the Serbs. RTS
editors and presenters would imply that there was an “international plot against Serbs,” that the
“American-German-Vatican coalition worked against Serbs,” or that UN forces were giving
weapons to Muslims and mistreating the Serbian side (Pešić, 1994).
Skopljanac-Brunner (2000) examined RTS main newscast Dnevnik 2 and the newscast
from the independent Studio B TV station from November 8 to November 22, 1993, using the
methods of content and discourse analysis. The author found that the dominant topics in RTS
newscasts were “internal political events,” “UN sanctions against FRY,” and “reactions of the
world,” while the items dealing with armed conflicts, events in the war zone, and peace efforts
were pushed in the background. Thus it was concluded that RTS newscasts were preoccupied
with “us.” Skopljanac-Brunner (2000) also found that in the coverage of conflicts between
Serbian forces and Bosnian forces RTS used: 1) “euphemistic discourse which did not offer the
audience any information on the actors of particular military operations or more detailed
knowledge on the victims and 2) archive pictures as a type of visual presentation whose contents
could not be directly linked with the news on a specific armed conflict” (p. 257). Concluding that
this method was used in order to eliminate any guilt or responsibility for the war, it was further
found that the media discourse was saturated with numerous “enemies” (opposition parties,
alternative scene in Serbia, Albanians from Kosovo, Muslims from Bosnia, and Croats, and
members from the international community). This contributed to the production of xenophobia
and homogenization of the nation in support of the ruling ideology. Finally, the study found that
the RTS main newscast was designed to ensure maximum support of the policy of the regime by
glorifying the success of “wise policy of Slobodan Milosevic and Socialist Party of Serbia” and
omitting the news which produced contrary effects (Skopljanac-Brunner, 2000).
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In his research report, Markotich (1994) investigated the government control of Serbian
media. Using secondary sources, he found RTS to be a powerful medium through which
Milosevic “controlled hearts and mind” of the people. Stating the data from the Belgrade
University that one third of the country’s population trusted the reporting of RTS, Markotich
(1994) found the “astonishing efficacy and speed with which Milosevic could shape public
opinion through state television” (p.38). The author stated that the public opinion switched from
opposing UN peace propositions for Bosnia to supporting it, following Milosevic’s change of
mind supported by the reporting of the state television. By crashing on the opposition parties and
promoting the image of the infallible leader, RTS helped Milosevic’s party win the election
despite the fact that Serbia’s economy was in ruins. The state TV also succeeded in convincing a
significant number of people that UN sanctions were in no way connected to Milosevic’s politics
(Markotich, 1994).
All the authors (Thompson, 1994; Pešić, 1994; Skopljanac-Brunner, 2000; Markotich,
1994) concluded that Milosevic had an overwhelming control of RTS, the main source of
information in Serbia at the time. Furthermore, they all found that that control was used to
spread the propaganda of the regime, which in many ways supported, if not instigated, disastrous
wars in the former Yugoslavia.
2.3 The democratic period (2001-2009)
The International Research and Exchanges Board (IREX), a United States nonprofit
organization committed to international education and training, started a yearly publication in
2000 called Media Sustainability Index (MSI). This publication provides a detailed analysis of
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media systems in 76 countries across Africa, Europe, Eurasia and the Middle East. Research is
conducted through panel discussions with 11 media experts in the country in question.
IREX (2001) found that state media in Serbia after the fall of Milosevic in 2000 went
overnight from being pro-Milosevic to being pro-Koštunica (the new president under the
democratic regime) and pro-Djindjić (the new prime minster under the democratic regime).
Journalists in liberated state media “well versed in the art of political submission, were eager to
ingratiate themselves with the new authorities and win a political rehabilitation of sorts” (p. 206).
Milosevic’s regime left state media technologically backward, its journalists “politically
inexperienced, professionally untrained, and nearly computer and/or Internet illiterate” (p. 206).
IREX’s panelists described state-owned media in Serbia as poor in terms of balance and
objectivity. It was concluded that Milosevic’s era constrains upon journalists in state media were
lifted but that dismantling Milosevic’s negative legacy would demand greater efforts (IREX,
2001).
Mediaonline is a Southeast European media journal, published by Media Plan Institute
from Bosnia and Herzegovina, an independent organization for the development of media. It
publishes research works in the field of journalism and opinion-oriented articles about the media
in the region.
In an opinion-oriented article in Mediaonline, Stefanović (August 10, 2001) analyzed
RTS one year after the establishment of democracy in Serbia. She concluded that the editor-inchief of the news program was not appointed due to political pressures and differences among
the ruling coalition, which consisted of 18 parties. She also found that RTS presenters had a
sycophantic behavior towards politicians, that among 7, 300 employees it was hard to find good
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journalists, and, except in two cases, that there was no purge of journalists who served the
previous regime. The author concluded that due to political pressures, financial problems, and a
low level of professionalization among journalists, RTS would have to go a long way towards
becoming a public broadcaster (Stefanović, August 10, 2001).
In an opinion-oriented article in Mediaonline, Radosavljević (February 18, 2002),
analyzed the pressures on media in Serbia in 2002. He found that journalists who had spread hate
speech during Milosevic’s regime were purged from RTS and that new editors offered “correct
information.” However, RTS still did not satisfy public broadcaster criteria. It was still financed
from the state budget, the election of the governing board and the editor-in-chief of the news
program was delayed due to political pressures, while the general manager of Radio-Television
Novi Sad (part of RTS from the province of Vojvodina) cancelled an independent production’s
show because he “couldn’t influence the editorial policy of the production.” The author
concluded that media in Serbia were facing difficulties in subtle political pressures and chaotic
regulations but were able to turn to professional reporting, which was completely impossible
during Milosevic’s era (Radosavljević, February 18, 2002).
IREX’s Media Sustainability Index for the same year found that RTS remained in poor
technical condition but controlled the strategic broadcasting infrastructure in Serbia by owning
many transmitters, broadcast towers, transmission sites, and antennas. Thus, RTS had the
monopoly over broadcast hardware and was in position to “enormously” charge its competition
for these services. It was also found that RTS was retransmitting the BBC (British Broadcasting
Corporation) on a daily basis (IREX, 2002).
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Domi (November 6, 2002), in an opinion-oriented article in Mediaonline, analyzed the
reforms in public broadcasters in Bosnia, Serbia, and Montenegro and concluded that these
countries were in different stages of reforms in their broadcasting systems. Noting that Serbia
adopted the Broadcasting Law, which was supposed to regulate the transformation of RTS into
public service, the author found that there were problems in implementation of the law,
especially in the field of licensing the saturated broadcasting sector. It was also found that the
challenge would be diminishing the number of staff in RTS (Domi, November 6, 2002).
The challenging reforms at RTS after the adaptation of the Broadcasting law in 2002
were the topic of the historical analysis of RTS conducted by the investigative team of Belgradebased news magazine Vreme (Time). Vreme is a weekly news magazine with the reputation of
one of the most reliable news sources in the former Yugoslavia. The article was based on
interviews with media professionals and media experts. It found that RTS news had balanced
reporting without the hate speech which characterized Milosevic’s era. However, the
professional level was still found to be low and the program was described as “socio-realist.”
The article found that there was no political will to transform RTS into public service as there
was no understanding that television was supposed to serve the citizens, not the politicians.
Recognizing that the license fee was the most acceptable form of financing the public
broadcaster as it was rooted in the idea that citizens were paying for what they wanted to get, the
authors also noted that the possible refusal from the part of citizens to pay the license fee would
undermine the whole system. The article reported that RTS’s programming plans were to include
news, drama, music, entertainment, film, and cultural shows. The problem in program planning
was the live coverage of parliamentary sessions which were unpredictably long and, thus, were
suffocating the RTS’s second channel. Vreme also reported that RTS’s building in downtown
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Belgrade, demolished in the October 5, 2000 revolution events, was being remodeled, having
two studios functional. Finally, it was found that 60% of employees did not have adequate
training and that several thousands were redundant (Gligorijević et al, November 28, 2002).
RTS has its own research department that publishes reports, research and analysis of
audience, programming, and public opinion using quantitative and qualitative research methods
and a representative sample. In a February 2003 report, the RTS Research Department published
in its publication Izveštaji i studije (Reports and Studies), the findings of December 2002
analysis about the positions of audience towards the RTS news program and its main newscast
Dnevnik 2. The research was done using a telephone questionnaire survey and included 2000
individual users from the territory of Serbia (without Kosovo). It was found that, among seven
domestic stations, most of the respondents found RTS to have the best selection of news
programs. RTS news programs satisfied all the interests of more than one third of respondents.
One third of respondents watched Dnevnik 2 because of the political, domestic, and international
news while 47.8% of them thought that this program was informative enough about all the events
they were interested. 44.1% of respondents had absolute trust in the information presented in
Dnevnik 2, 38.1% sometimes did not trust it, while 13.1% doubted that the information presented
corresponded with actual events. Those who did not trust RTS newscast thought that “something
was hidden from the public,” and that the reporting was biased or insufficient. The majority of
respondents did not have any objections to the work of Dnevnik 2’s presenters and reporters.
Those who did said that unclear discourse, bad pronunciation or accents were the reasons for
their diminished trust. Dnevnik 2 scored the average grade of 3.8 (on the scale of 5) and the
majority of respondents did not want to change anything in it. Respondents also thought that the
most important comparative functions of RTS as a public service were education, coverage of
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programs for children and youth, and the cultivation of national tradition (Josifović, February
2003).
In an academic paper Nikolić (2003) analyzed the existing legal, organizational, and
social framework for transformation of RTS into a public broadcasting service. The author found
that RTS was a big and the best equipped system that could be transformed. However, the
problems such as the overstaffing, the necessary annulment of employees’ ideology, their
education, and the change of business philosophy were not ones that could be changed overnight.
Due to accumulated problems from the past, the establishment of a public broadcaster on the
principles of an independent and unbiased player in the communication chain demanded the
change of the public as well as political elites who were used to media that blindly followed their
wishes and demands. It was also found that there had been no public debate over which
institution should be chosen to become a public service. The Broadcasting Law did not envision
the evaluation of RTS’s work and it did not offer a solution on how to cancel a public service
status to one media and eventually offer it to another (Nikolić, 2003).
Radosavljević (April 4, 2003), in an opinion-oriented article in Mediaonline, analyzed the
media situation after the assassination of prime minister Zoran Djindjić on March 12, 2003. He
found that the tragic event had delayed the solving of systematic issues related to media. It
especially delayed the application of the Broadcasting Law and thus the transformation of RTS,
which stayed under the formal management of the republic Assembly, with over 6, 500
employees, many of whom were redundant (Radosavljević, April 4, 2003).
IREX’s panelists (2003) found that the government’s hasty creation of a regulatory
broadcast council in May 2003 was in direct violation of the newly ratified Broadcasting Act that
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required public scrutiny for nominated council members. One of the main points of the
Broadcasting Act was the transformation of RTS into a public broadcaster. Critics found that the
new law “appeared to be a government effort to retain control over the broadcasting media”
(p.91). At the same time, the panelists found that the state reduced its involvement in state and
public media due to the lack of money. They concluded that the reduced support has been
accompanied by less direct interference in state and public media’s editorial practices, although
these outlets were still fundamentally dependent on the government (IREX, 2003).
Radosavljević (November 3, 2004), in an opinion-oriented article in Mediaonline,
analyzed the media in Serbia four years after the fall of Milosevic. He found that in the chaotic
situation, characterized by an unregulated market, non-transparent ownership, renewed threats to
journalists, and low journalistic ethics, RTS still functioned as a company financed by the state
because the Broadcasting Law was still not being implemented (Radosavljević, November 3,
2004).
IREX (2004) found that the 2004 appointment of the new RTS general manager by the
government represented a circumvention of the law regarding the selection process as well as
RTS’ internal selection rules and a step backward. It was also found that network television
stations reduced their commitment to news in favor of entertainment programs. The RTS channel
1 program schedule “has changed so much by focusing on entertainment programming, that it
has overtaken the entertainment market leader TV Pink in ratings” (p. 109, IREX 2004).
In his Master’s thesis, Vidić (2005) analyzed the transformation of mass media in Serbia
and their harmonization with European Union standards using secondary sources as well as
interviews with media experts. He found that the transformation of RTS from a state TV to an
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independent public service had not been completed at the time of the study. One of the major
obstacles was found to be the procrastination of implementation of the Broadcasting law and the
delayed appointment of the Broadcasting Agency Council. He concluded that the then-status of
RTS could be defined as a quasi-public service, since it was legally defined as a public
broadcaster but “its core and management were indirectly, government-controlled and heavily
dependent on a state budget.” It was also concluded that under the circumstances of poor
government understanding of the public service concept it was hard to expect RTS to finish its
transformation into the public service (Vidić, 2005).
The influence of delayed implementation of the Broadcasting Law on the transformation
of RTS was one of the topics in the report of Youth Initiative for Human Rights (YIHR), a
regional non-governmental organization that enhances youth participation in democratization
processes and empowerment of the rule of law. The report analyzed the implementation of
transition laws in Serbia using different methodologies for each law. Media laws were examined
by monitoring and analyses of relevant media reports as well as by monitoring the work of
relevant institutions. It was found that the RTS general manager was appointed in 2004 by the
government, which represented the breach of the Broadcasting Law. The YIHR (2005) report
also found that RTS was not paying attention to the topics of great public interest, such as the
topic of the responsibility of dealing with the crimes committed in the past. Furthermore, the
transformation of Radio-Television of Novi Sad into the public broadcaster for the province of
Vojvodina, which was envisaged by the Broadcasting Law, had not started at the time of the
study. Finally, the license fee procedure of payment for RTS had started before the station’s
transformation into the public service. Thus, the report concluded that, due to delayed
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implementation of the Broadcasting Law or to the breaches of its provisions, RTS had not started
the transformation into the public service at the time of the study (YIHR, 2005).
The Open Society Institute (OSI), a U.S.-based private operating organization aiming to
promote democracy, human rights, and social reforms, conducted a monitoring of regulation,
policy, and independence of television stations in 20 European countries. In Serbia, the function
of both public service and commercial TV stations was analyzed. As far as RTS is concerned the
report concluded that in 2005 the government continued to block its transformation into the
public service as it envisioned RTS to be “national television” i.e. state television. It was found
that the appointment of the new RTS general manager in April 2004 by the government, which
bypassed the provisions of the Broadcasting Law, occurred because the authorities had not been
satisfied with the RTS coverage of an outburst of ethnic violence in Kosovo against Serbs. The
government also continued to finance RTS and the budgetary subsidies exceeded almost the
Ministry’s entire budget for culture. OSI also found that RTS avoided serious structural
transformation and “instead started to change by getting involved in celebrity-style transfers of
media personnel from other television stations” (p. 1348). On the other hand, it found that RTS
“preserved large audiences after 2000 and competed closely with the leading commercial
channel in terms of audience share” (p. 1376). OSI recommended that the Council of the
Broadcasting Agency, an independent body envisioned in the Broadcasting Law, should, as a
priority, launch the transformation of RTS into the public service and that RTS should, as soon
as it reintroduced license fees, simultaneously introduce measures to ensure financial and
editorial independence (Open Society Institute, 2005).
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IREX (2005) found that state media in Serbia in 2005 remained in a preferential position
as they received money from the state as well as from advertising. In addition, obligatory
subscriptions for RTS were introduced. Panelists found that RTS had improved but that it could
not be seen as a public broadcaster, “free from political interference and serving the public” (p.
102). The panelists, who in 2004 found that RTS increased entertainment at the expense of news,
stated that in 2005 the balance did not change. They also found that RTS continued to be a major
news source. At the same time, the panelists noted that there was a general misunderstanding in
Serbia about the role of a public service broadcaster. Society did not view it as a potential source
of independent and unbiased reporting, “but rather as something that should follow public
opinion” and “that should represent the state interests” (p. 104). In that atmosphere of a lack of
public concern, RTS started competing with commercial broadcasters “instead of filling the gaps
that they did not cater for” (p.104). The study concluded that the “fierce” ratings clash between
RTS and TV Pink could have an impact on advertizing market. The panelists found that RTS’s
programming more resembled a commercial station’s programming than a public service’s one.
In addition, the panelists found that RTS did not invest in cultural and educational programs as
much as it should have done as a public service broadcaster. Similarly, RTS did not do a good
job in serving the minorities as it had “getto-ized” minority language programs in its
broadcasting schedule. Finally, panelists noted that the state, through RTS, still owned and
operated the hardware and infrastructure for broadcasting transmitters (IREX, 2005).
Veljanovski (2005) also analyzed the transformation of RTS into a public broadcaster.
Examining public service broadcasting as a specific media model from a theoretical, sociohistorical, as well as practical perspective, Veljanovski (2005) analyzed the role of such a
medium in the democratization of society. He studied public broadcasters’ roles in six developed
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democracies and in six countries in transition as well as the start of development of a public
service in Serbia. He asserts that during 1990s RTS was “the most influential propaganda
mechanism of the regime” (p. 219). Its programming and its work were dominated by war and
nationalistic propaganda, hate speech, drastic intolerance towards different opinions, denigration
of opposition parties, and purges of staff who were not in line with that kind of thinking. After
the establishment of democracy in Serbia, new media regulations were introduced. Analyzing the
2002 Broadcasting Law, which was to set the pace for the transformation of RTS into the public
service, Veljanovski (2005) found that the Law envisioned the highest European standards –
from programming independence and distancing from political and other centers of power to the
use of modern technologies in the work of the public broadcaster. The Law outlined diverse
programming suited for all citizens without discrimination. For the first time in history, the Law
foresaw the formation of the independent regulatory body – the Republic Broadcasting Agency
(RBA) - which was to annul the paternalistic position of the state towards RTS and its
monopolistic position. The Broadcasting Council, RBA’a body, was entitled to choose the
members of RTS’s managing board, which could contribute to the independence of RTS’s
managing structures from political influences. However, the transformation of RTS was slowed
due to the controversy over the appointment of the Broadcasting Council members, that the RTS
general manager was appointed by the government in defiance of the law, and that the financing
of RTS was still not stable. Despite the difficulties it was found that RTS programming was
trying to establish the presumptions of the public broadcaster. The news program showed the
effort to maintain balanced and unbiased reporting, although with relative success. TV
programming offered diverse content, which included news, educational, cultural, entertainment,
and sports programs. RTS involved the audience in the analysis of current events by establishing
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open phone lines, SMS messages, or polls conducted by RTS’s or independent research centers.
Moreover, RTS had very developed music productions (Symphonic Orchestra, Jazz orchestra,
Folk music orchestra, choral groups), which established that RTS was an institution of not only
news but also of cultural importance and tradition. On the other hand, RTS lacked the
programming that would cover minorities as well as the activities of the civil sector and the
transition experiences of other countries. It was concluded that despite all the difficulties, RTS
had a “professional potential: knowledge and experience which could lead to the formation of the
public broadcaster” (Veljanovski, 2005).
In her doctoral dissertation, Mirimanova (2006) analyzed the pluralism of news frames in
four TV stations in Russia and for TV stations in Serbia. The author studied Serbian TV stations
in the period from June 2001 to November 2001 and from December 2001 to January 2002.
Using the sample of 25 newscasts from four stations, among which was RTS, she analyzed the
coverage of Kosovo conflict. The author combined the expert judgment method (eight media
experts from Serbia were interviewed) with the frame analysis of newscasts. She found that
Kosovo issues were dominant in the RTS news reports but that first hand stories were absent due
to the inability of Serbian journalists to go to Kosovo at their will. It was found that the stories
covered were the stories on Kosovo Serbs and international actors in Kosovo and that Kosovo
Albanians were covered in rare occasions. It was also found that the vectors towards the
institutionalizing of the disputed territory into Serbia visibly outweighed counter-vectors.
Furthermore, Serbs from Serbia and Kosovo were framed to have favorable relations with
foreign entities while the antagonism between Kosovo Serbs and Kosovo Albanians was one of
the predominant frames. Finally, it was found that the legitimacy of Serbia’s motivation and
strategy as regards Kosovo conflict was not questioned in the RTS news reports which affirmed
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the legitimacy of state’s claims for the Kosovo policy. Therefore, the author concluded that there
was no pluralism of framing the Kosovo conflict at RTS as well as in other Serbian media
analyzed in the study (Mirimanova, 2006).
IREX (2006/2007) found that the licensing of broadcast media, envisioned by the
Broadcasting Law, finally started in 2006. It also found that the RTS news program was
improving, with more diversified viewpoints included. However, the panelists criticized the
degree to which public money was spent for market competition with commercial media.
Overall, it was concluded that “the situation with public-service media was improving but more
effort was needed especially in the areas of cultural and educational programming” (p. 94). It
was also found that RTS was prone to ignore detailed coverage of minorities’ concerns.
Furthermore, the problem of overstaffing was continuing and RTS was financially privileged
since it was the only station with three different income sources: the state budget, obligatory
subscription and commercial advertising (IREX 2006/2007).
In an April 2007 report, the RTS Research Department published in Izveštaji i analize za
posebne svrhe (Reports and analyses for special purposes) the results of a March 2007 survey
about the RTS corporate image. The survey included 330 respondents, the participants and
observers of Belgrade Brand Fair conference, who were qualified as marketing experts and
opinion leaders in the field of branding. The sample was a systematic random sample. The
respondents were interviewed in face-to-face interviews according to pre-structured
questionnaires. First, the survey showed that the high quality areas (those in which the
percentage of affirmative responses was more than ⅔) were the following: RTS airs the
programming from which something can be learned, RTS cultivates the Serbian language, RTS
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takes care that children are not being exposed to unsuitable content, RTS cultivates tradition and
national culture, RTS programs treat current affairs, RTS respects speech and language
standards, RTS is important for our media sphere, and RTS has to fight for the audience like all
other media. Second, it was found that quality areas (those in which the percentage of affirmative
responses was ½ - ⅔) were the following: RTS informs enough about the events from various
parts of Serbia, RTS is characterized by good taste and decency, RTS is professional, RTS is
behaving responsibly towards marginalized social groups, RTS is characterized by program and
genre diversity, the language RTS uses is competent, and RTS is a respectable TV station. Third,
it was found that the areas of improvements (those in which the percentage of affirmative
responses is from ⅓ - ½) were the following: RTS offers the possibility for expression of
different opinions, RTS is a station which we trust, RTS is objective, RTS is a modern TV
station, RTS incites critical ways of thinking, RTS covers enough programming for children,
RTS takes care about the interests of national minorities and ethnic groups, RTS has quality
programming, and RTS is a good public service. Finally, the areas of concern (those in which
the percentage of affirmative responses is below ⅓) were the following: RTS informs neutrally,
on RTS one does not feel the influence of political parties, RTS does not represent the interests
of economic centers of power, RTS is my favorite TV station, RTS pays enough attention to
youth, and RTS does not have a privileged position among media in Serbia (Mavrić, April 2007).
The Media Plan Institute from Bosnia and Herzegovina, an independent organization for
the development of media, conducted a content analysis of one public and one private television
newscast from 10 countries of Southeastern Europe. Monitoring included the period from April 1
to April 30, 2007 and Serbia was the only country where three broadcasters were analyzed
(newscast from Radio-Television of Vojvodina, a provincial broadcaster was added). The
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analysis found that RTS’s main newscast tended to look calm and diverse but that in reporting
about Kosovo, the dominant views of Serbians were reflected. The newscast included the
positions of those who did not share Belgrade’s view but there was not any information coming
from the Albanian side. Additionally, the study demonstrated that RTS did not cherish citizen
activism, which would support actions relevant for civil society. It was also found that RTS
newscast dedicated a significant amount of time to the events related to past wars – the plight of
Serbians during the NATO bombing and the issues related to displaced persons from Kosovo and
from Croatia. Journalists were taking a predominantly negative position towards those
responsible for these events (mainly towards other policies and never Serbian), sympathizing
with victims and their relatives. Finally, it was remarked that RTS newscast had one presenter
and that during the week female and male anchors interchanged (Udovičić, August 9, 2007).
IREX (2008) found that the Serbian Republic Broadcasting Agency had interfered in the
work of RTS by ordering it to broadcast parliament sessions in their entirety. The panelists found
that, in general, RTS was improving and that there was an effort to have it approach a public
service model, exemplified in the willingness to include opposition parties and other opinions as
much as possible. While RTS still aired long presentations of politicians in office, the opposition
parties were present as well. Moreover, RTS increased the amount of private and independent
productions it aired on the station. However, it was noted that there was some resistance to
change; as the panelist from RTS stated, “alternative opinions were more and more unwelcomed
by some editors” in public media. Another panelist thought that RTS remained far from being a
truly public service broadcaster, as it was, according to him, under the pressure from “economic
and political strongmen” and was not doing enough to improve cultural and educational
programs. Also, a panelist from RTS stated that RTS had young journalists interns (IREX, 2008).
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Milošević & Petrović (2008) analyzed the Serbian broadcasting and regulatory
framework related to the introduction of digital television. It was found that at the time of the
study, at the end of 2007, Serbia lagged behind in the introduction of digital television. However,
RTS was leading the way in implementing digital terrestrial broadcasting and was waiting for the
state to decide on the ways in which it would support digital development. Since 2000, RTS,
with the assistance of the European Union, has invested 4.5 million Euros in broadcasting
infrastructure and modernization of the station’s computer network. RTS launched the project
“Digital terrestrial broadcasting of RTS programs” in 2002 and three years later launched two
digital terrestrial transmitters with digital signals covering a territory with a potential audience of
1.5 million. Being in advanced phrase of preparation, RTS was the most prepared institution for
the adoption of new technologies and development of technical capacities. On the other hand
RTS’s program production was far behind its technical capacities as the station did not have any
plans for the production of programs for digital broadcasting. In 2006 RTS spent only five
percent of its available funds on investments and the funding was insufficient to allow for RTS to
adopt new digital technologies. The study revealed that RTS provided online access to an archive
database of most of its TV programs that have been broadcast and had plans to digitalize its
complete archives within the next ten years (Milosević & Petrović, 2008).
The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), an ad hoc
organization under the United Nations charter, analyzed media freedoms in Serbia in 2008. The
methodology based on field research included taking statements from direct contact with
assaulted journalists, monitoring the media daily, and doing a questionnaire based survey with
media professionals. OSCE found that there were 138 attacks on journalists in 2008 in Serbia.
The attacks included physical assaults, verbal attacks, pressures and other attempts of preventing
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journalists from doing their job. From 138 attacks, OSCE reported 8 attacks and threats to RTS
crews. One incident between the RTS general manager and a member of the Liberal Democratic
party was also reported. Half of the surveyed editors-in-chief stated that media outlets and
journalists in Serbia have been exposed to some sort of restriction. The majority of them thought
that the state of media rights and freedoms was not satisfactory and that the gravest violations
came from economic sources of power, state structures, and political parties and organizations.
However, the majority of respondents stated that they didn’t change their reporting due to
pressures. The report concluded that the change of the regime in 2000 did bring the liberation of
the media sphere from total control and censorship but that the full enjoyments of media rights
still did not exist. The main problems were reported to be belated and incomplete process of
transition, an accelerated pace of commercialization in an unregulated market, a drawn-out
transformation of ownership, weaknesses in legal regulations and law-enforcements institutions,
the modest financial power of media, a low level of professionalism, and a large number of
attacks on journalists (OSCE, 2009).
In IREX’s Media Sustainability Index (2009), Serbia scored 2.35 on the scale of 4 with
the overall conclusion that the year would be remembered by “a return to institutionalized state
interference and renewed politicization of the media industry” (p. 103). Several influential media
outlets were “still partly or completely in state ownership and clearly under political control by
the ruling party or coalition” (p. 106). At the same time, RTS “improved programming and
invested more money in advancing public-service programs” (p. 108). However, IREX (2009)
noted that the opposition Radical Party severely misused RTS’s second channel, which broadcast
endless parliamentary sessions in which “the party obstructed the body’s work and their
members far outnumbered other speakers” (p. 108) . Noting that the year was dominated with
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revenue problems for the media, the report observed that the collection of subscription fees for
RTS was lower than average (IREX, 2009).
In next year’s IREX’s study Serbia’s overall score dropped from 2.35 to 2.07. mainly due
to a surge in political influence on media and their editorial policies. The government introduced
new regulations to tighten the control of the media by state and political actors. This led to the
homogenization of news stories, a rise of self-censorship, and a lack of investigative reporting.
The report concluded that the professionalization of journalists deteriorated further and was
accelerated by economic problems. Regarding RTS’s work, panelists remarked that public
broadcaster handles the politics “in a sophisticated manner” (p. 110) and that RTS in 2009 was
more moderate than in previous years in supporting authorities. Also, the decision was reached to
break RTS’s monopoly of the transmission networks which was considered to be an important
step in freeing broadcasting distribution (IREX, 2010).
The BBC World Service Trust delivered in the period from May 2007 to November
2009, a 30 month training of more than 100 RTS journalists and more than 100 RTS production
and technical staff in order to help RTS’s transformation into a public service broadcaster. The
unpublished report about the outcomes of the project, which was financed by the Delegation of
the European Commission in Serbia, found that RTS was producing news and current affairs
programs that were “more professional, more human, and more relevant to their audience than
they had been prior to the association with the BBC” (p. 3). It was estimated that the
contribution from RTS’s regional correspondents’ bureaus had more than trebled, the reporters’
two-ways 4 approximately doubled, the number of reporters’ stand ups 5 and the number of stories
4

In which the reporter talks live from the location of a story
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using human examples 6 approximately trebled, while the number of protocol stories 7 (those
dedicated exclusively to the activities of politicians) had been reduced by an estimated 30%. A
bigger production sets for major news stories was introduced, the goldfishing 8 in news stories
was eliminated, and the writing of reporters’ voice-overs “dramatically” improved. Unlike the
old coverage of buildings, press conferences and meeting shots, more RTS news packages
started to use real human activity shots. Moreover, RTS’s coverage reflected all political options,
and, for most stories, sourced the affected side in addition to decision makers. Furthermore, it
was found that the editorial standards were controlled with greater rigor during regular program
review meetings. The newsroom’s organization of daily work and newsroom logistics were
reorganized in accordance to BBC suggestions. After the training, each reporter was equipped
with the knowledge to produce TV packages that were professionally shot, structured, written,
and with the knowledge to shoot interviews and sequences appropriate for modern news
packages. Additionally, the picture editors were equipped with the techniques to edit action
sequences, natural sound and sound bites according to the western standard. In general, camera
and picture editing became considerably more professional. Moreover, headlines were better
written, better illustrated, and sharper, while more natural sound was used in news reports.
Improvements were also found in reports from regional bureaus, in camera operators’ skills, the
production of documentaries, the skills of talk shows, sports, news magazines, and morning

5

In which the reporter talks directly to camera as a part of a bigger TV report

6

A method of using an individual’s personal story to illustrate a wider social, political or economic story.

7

Referred as Official Stories in this thesis

8

TV jargon for when and interviewee’s voice is obscured by the voice of the reporter, making the interviewee
appear like a gold fish.
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program presenters, the IT skills of newsroom personnel, and video journalists’ skills. Finally,
the study acknowledged advances in the production of radio program, TV graphics, lighting
studio set design, studio direction, managerial skills, program budgeting, an understanding of
audience and scheduling, sales & marketing, and promotions. It was concluded that RTS
elevated its awareness of the public service ethos and that the results of BBC training were
visible in every-day coverage of news stories (BBC World Service Trust, December 2009).
2.4 Summary
•

Ahead of the wars in the former Yugoslavia, nationalistic propaganda was present
in media in Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia (Gannett, 1990).

•

RTS was the most important medium in Serbia but was used as a propaganda tool
by Milosevic’s regime in 1990s to spread extreme nationalistic politics and
maintain the regime in power (Thompson, 1994).

•

In order to achieve these goals, RTS used different methods of manipulation:
ordering items in the newscast in accordance with Milosevic’s political priorities;
presenting one –sided reporting; inadequate video coverage; biased
commentaries; ignoring opposition parties; presenting opposition and
international community in a negative light or as enemies; using of defensive or
euphemistic language for Serbian activities during wars and negative terms for the
opposite side; omitting, obscuring or denying “unwanted” news while glorifying
the “wise” policy of Slobodan Milosevic; selecting interviewees who support
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Serbian position; using half-truths and lies (Thompson 1994; Pešić, 1994;
Skopljanac-Brunner, 2000).
•

RTS had astonishing success in shaping public opinion during 1990s in
accordance with Milosevic’s ideas (Markotich, 1994).

•

After the fall of Milosevic, state media in Serbia aligned themselves with the new,
democratic regime (IREX, 2001).

•

In the first years of democracy (after 2000), overstaffed RTS was functioning in
an unregulated media sphere, under political pressures, in financial problems, and
with a low level of journalistic professionalism but had balanced reporting
without hate speech (Stefanović, August 10, 2001; Radosavljević, February 18,
2002; Gligorijević et al, November 28, 2002; Nikolić 2003).

•

Media law, which regulates the functioning of RTS, was changed in 2002 in order
to decentralize the station, avoid the government appointment of management,
regulate the financing from the license fee, restrict political and other influences
on the editorial policy of the station. The transformation of RTS from a state TV
to a public broadcaster was delayed, however, due to procrastination of the
implementation of the Broadcasting law. The authors assessed that in the next
couple of years RTS remained under political influences and was not operating as
a fully independent public service broadcaster (Domi, November 6, 2002;
Gligorijević et al, November 28, 2002; Vidić, 2005; Open Society Institute 2005;
YIHR, 2005).
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•

In 2006 the licensing of the broadcasting sector under the Broadcasting Law
finally began, ahead of which RTS started to charge the license fee (IREX,
2006/2007).

•

RTS news programs started to improve with more diversified viewpoints,
balanced reporting, and an engagement of the audience in the analysis of current
events (Veljanovski, 2005; IREX 2006/2007).

•

Positive aspects of RTS’s programming were that it had the best selection of news
programs, that it informed enough about events in Serbia, that it had diverse
programming, that something could be learned from its content, that it cultivated
national language and tradition, that it had good taste, that it was decent and
professional, and that it behaved responsibly towards marginalized social groups
(Josifović, 2003; Mavrić, 2007).

•

Most people trusted the RTS main newscast Dnevnik 2 (Josifović, 2003).

•

More effort was needed for cultural and educational programming, in the
coverage of minorities’, children’s and youth issues, civil sector activities,
experiences of other countries in transition, coverage of the Kosovo issue,
responsibility with dealing with the crimes committed in the past, in ameliorating
its perceived objectivity, neutrality, trust, quality, impartiality from political
parties and economic powers, public service obligations, modernization, and
incitement of critical thinking, (Veljanovski 2005; IREX 2006/2007; Udovičić,
August 9, 2007; Mirimanova, 2006; YIHR, 2005; Mavrić, 2007).
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•

RTS was criticized for spending public money for market competition with
commercial media and getting involved in celebrity-style transfers of media
personnel from other television stations instead of implementing structural
reforms (IREX, 2006/2007; Open Society Institute, 2005).

•

Political influence on RTS has been reported throughout the whole democratic
period but less in 2009 when RTS started to be “more moderate in supporting
authorities” (Stefanović, August 10, 2001; Vidić, 2005; YIHR, 2005; IREX 2009;
IREX 2010).

•

RTS was the most prepared institution for new technologies in Serbia although
the country lagged behind in the digital switchover (Milošević & Petrović, 2008).

•

Significant improvement in the implementation of professional standards in RTS
news program and other sectors of TV and radio was noted at the end of 2009
(BBC World Service Trust).

•

The overall situation for freedom of speech in Serbia is better now than during
1990s, but it is not fully satisfactory as different pressures and attacks on
journalists, among which are RTS’s, continue (OSCE, 2009).

The literature review suggests that RTS’s work has been substantially analyzed in
academic works, analyses by non-governmental organizations, international and regional media
studies groups, and experts, opinion-oriented articles published in regional media associations’
publications, analytical news magazines’ articles, and analyses done by RTS research
department. These analyses varied from general to more particular. The general ones analyzed
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the position of RTS in terms of legal and societal frameworks. It was found that under
Milosevic’s regime, RTS operated as a state TV under strict media laws. In the democratic
period the legal framework started to change and, although with numerous obstacles, RTS started
its transformation into a public broadcaster. More specific studies evaluated RTS’s work though
the analyses of its news programs. Among those were the content analyses of RTS’s main
newscast Dnevnik 2. It was found that during Milosevic’s era Dnevnik 2 served as a propaganda
tool for the regime. In the democratic era studies dealing with the content of Dnevnik 2 found no
pluralism in the coverage of the Kosovo issue.
The content analyses studies were of cross-sectional nature, covering short periods of
time, mainly one week, during the 1990s or the 2000s. No study has done a longitudinal content
analysis of the RTS main newscast. In addition, content analyses studies of Dnevnik 2 done
during the democratic period concentrated only on particular issues (such as Kosovo issue in
Mirimanova, 2006) or were of a cross-sectional nature covering short periods of time (April 1 to
April 30 2007 in Media Plan Institute study and June-November 2001 and December 2001January 2002 in Mirimanova, 2006).
This study will provide a more complete and more comprehensive look at RTS’s work
over a long period of time. While previous studies were limited in sample size and in the period
of coverage, the researcher of this study was able to obtain 63 RTS’s newscasts which cover the
period of 20 years (1989-2009). Using the method of content analysis, this study will include a
substantial number of categories of analysis in order to evaluate reporting in RTS’s main
newscast. Hence, this study will represent the most extensive and thorough longitudinal analysis
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of Dnevnik 2 done to date. It will try to explain the changes through which RTS reporting has
been going over the years and will allow the changing trends to be discovered.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Methodology
This analysis of the RTS main newscast utilizes content analysis, the “systematic,
objective, quantitative analysis of message characteristics” (Neuendorf 2002, p. 1). Content
analysis, as a systematic procedure devised to examine the content of recorded information, has
been used since World War II. By analyzing radio songs and communication messages, the allies
were able to predict the operations of the enemies. At the same time, historians used content
analysis to verify the authorship of historical documents by comparing the frequency of the
words in documents of questionable authenticity with the same words in documents whose
authors were known. After the war, researchers widely used content analysis to study different
media content in newspapers, radio, and on TV. Among others, it furthered the study of
propaganda, violence on TV, and the treatment of women and minority groups. In the 1970s,
scholars performed more than 225 content analyses of TV programming. From 1965 to 1989,
25% of all quantitative studies in mass communication studies were content analyses. For 1996
and 1997, Communication Abstracts listed more than 60 content analytic studies (Wimmer &
Dominick, 2000).
As Neuendorf (2002) describes, a “tremendous number of studies has examined news
content” (p.204) and “some of the most sophisticated analyses in content analysis have been
executed with a news focus” (p.205). Thus, the growing popularity of content analysis has been
documented in examination of all television formats including the news. As Wimmer &
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Dominick (2000) remark, it proved to be popular with mass media researchers because it has
been an efficient way to investigate media content.
The goal of this study is to give a longitudinal study of the main RTS newscast in the
period of the last twenty years. As Babbie (1995) claims, “longitudinal studies have an obvious
advantage over cross-sectional ones in providing information describing processes over time”
(p.95). Specifically, the purpose of a content analysis of Dnevnik 2 is to establish whether RTS’s
news coverage in its main newscast has changed significantly from 1989 to 2009. The results
should provide a clearer picture of how RTS’s news coverage had changed throughout the years,
especially in the domain of the type of stories covered and the time dedicated to various types of
stories. In addition, the results should show the pattern in RTS reporting throughout the years,
which should further an understanding of the future of RTS.
The units of analysis were three RTS main newscasts, Dnevnik 2, per year, which through
time varied in duration. The researcher travelled to RTS headquarters in Belgrade, Serbia to
obtain a sample of newscasts. RTS was very cooperative and gave its consent for the use of
newscasts in this study. It also provided time, personnel, and equipment for conversion of the
material from its archives to DVDs. Thus, the researcher was able to watch all the material on
DVDs in the United States. The researcher is a native Serbian speaker and was able to
understand the newscasts in their original language. The researcher watched all sampled
newscasts in their entirety and dedicated four months to the coding and analysis of results.
This study analyzed a total of 63 newscasts, starting from the beginning of the Milosevic
era in 1989 to the present day. The newscasts were selected using systematic random sampling.
The skip interval for systematic sampling was one year, where each year three newscasts were
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randomly selected for analysis. February, May and September 9 were selected for months to be
analyzed as the goal was to cover winter, spring and fall and to avoid the calmer news periods of
summer and winter holidays. Then, the random selection of the days was executed. The
weekends were excluded. The days were put in the hat using the system of the first, second, third
or fourth day in the month for each day of the week. The third Friday in February, third
Wednesday in May, and second Wednesday in September were selected for analysis and
matched with appropriate dates. Although it does not guarantee perfect universe
representativeness, probability sampling with random selection, “generates the most
representative sample that can be acquired” (Hocking et al., 2003, p.221).
The material was coded by one coder using three instruments. The first instrument was
a hand written shooting script conceived to include the following data: 1) the precise time for the
beginning and end of each newscast and each item in the newscast and 2) the precise description
of each item (item topic, duration, number of sound bites, type of the story) and 3) the number of
sound bites. The second instrument was a computer developed shooting script conceived to
calculate the precise duration of each item and cumulative duration of items per topic. It was
developed in Microsoft Excel with formulas that operated under the following principles: 1) the
starting time code for each item was entered into the script 2) the item topic (type of the stories)
was entered into the script 3) the script automatically calculated the duration of each item,
cumulative duration of items per topic, and cumulative duration of the newscast in minutes and
in seconds 4) the script automatically marked the longest group of items (i.e. Official Stories)

9

In Serbia the ratings of national TV stations are measured 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Therefore there are no
sweeps months (the months during which research agencies measure ratings in local markets to set advertising
rates for TV).
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and the longest story in the newscast 5) the script automatically calculated the average duration
of items, percentage of section of items in the newscast with and without commercials. The
computer-based scripts were developed for each newscast, which brought a total number of
Microsoft Excel sheets to 63. This computer-based instrument and its formulas were developed
solely for the purpose of this thesis. The example of the second instrument is shown in Figure 1.
It enabled the precise calculation of time for each item, groups of items per topic and newscast.
Thus, the error in calculation was practically removed in total. The data from individual
newscasts gathered in Microsoft Excel sheets were grouped into the third instrument - an SPSS
codebook – conceived to do the group analysis. It contained 19 variables necessary for the
analysis of the newscast: duration of the newscast in minutes, duration of the newscast in
seconds, Official Stories, Other Political Stories, Social Issues, International Stories, Sports
Stories, Weather, Obituaries, Culture, Conflict, About RTS, Commentary, Kicker, Number of
Sound Bites, Leading Story, Longest Story, Rest, and Other (the explanation of categories is
provided below). The data obtained in the Microsoft Excel sheets were put into SPSS according
to variables. That way, one large SPSS codebook for all 63 newscasts was developed. The results
of coding of all 63 newscasts are presented in Appendix B 10. The SPSS sheet was then split to
obtain several SPSS codebooks necessary for later comparison: 1) the first SPSS sheet contained
all 63 newscasts, 2) the second SPSS sheet contained newscasts from 1989 to 2000, and 3) the
third SPSS sheet contained newscasts from 2001-2009 11. When during the coding the change of
reporting trends was remarked in 2003 and 2004 another two SPSS sheets were developed: 4)
10

Appendix B is included as a supplemental file to this thesis.

11

Milosevic was toppled on October 5, 2000 when the democratic period started in Serbia. However, as sampling
of the newscasts in this study included only the period before October 5, the democratic period in this study would
be counted with the first sampled newscast in 2001.
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the fourth contained newscast from 2001 to 2003 and 5) the fifth contained newscasts from
2004-2009.
The variables for analysis were selected with the purpose of providing the most complete
description possible of the newscasts. The researcher developed the categories based on her
previous professional experience as a news reporter and based on content analysis of RTS
newscasts done in the past (notably Skopljanac-Brunner, 2000). The items were coded by their
duration in seconds rather than by their number in order to obtain more precise data. The analysis
of video coverage was not included due to the limited time the researcher had and the large
number of newscasts she had to code.
After all the data was entered into the instruments, analysis was conducted according to
the categories for content analysis.
3.2 Categories for content analysis
1. Duration of Newscast in Minutes: total duration of newscast in minutes (the intro
was excluded)
2. Duration of Newscast in Seconds: total duration of newscast in seconds (the intro
was excluded).
3. Types of Stories per topic:
a. Official Stories: stories that covered activities or statements of officials. Officials
were considered to be president, prime minister, all government ministers,
parliament speaker, top army officials, Constitutional court, ruling party or
coalitions representatives. The category included domestic and foreign officials.
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The category also included reports from the government, parliament 12, ruling
party/parties sessions, press conferences and/or statements if they were based only
on officials’ statements. These stories were solely focused on officials’ activities
and their statements. They were framed as stories about the officials and not about
a separate topic. The category would be best described as the items where the
voice of the officials was the only one heard.
NOTE: if the story had a social, political, conflict, international, cultural, or sports character but
was framed and was based only on official statements or activities it was counted as the Official
Story. If the statements or activities of officials were part of the story but the story included other
voices as well, that story was not counted as the Official Story.
b. Other Political Stories: stories that covered an analysis of a political issue,
opposition parties, candidates for political offices, political campaigns, activities
of NGOs or scandals in the country or abroad but did not fit in the category of
Official Stories.
c. Social Issues: stories that covered economy, education, health, employment
crime, and were not framed ONLY as activities or statements of officials.
d. Conflict Related Issues: stories about the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia and
Serbia 13 and their consequences, war crimes, war crimes trials, or analysis of war

12

Stories that include parliament related issues (such as adopting laws, scandals, opposition parties’ statements
during parliament sessions, or analysis of laws) but are not focused only on officials, their statements, or decisions
are counted as Other Political Stories.

13

Wars in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Kosovo during 1990s and NATO bombing of Yugoslavia in 1999
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crimes trials. The items that included only the statements of officials about
conflicts were coded as Officials Stories.
e. International Issues: stories that covered international issues (including regional
issues) that were not part of Official or Political Stories.
f. Culture: stories that covered cultural issues (literature, film, art, music) and were
not framed ONLY as activities or statements of officials.
g. Commentary: commentaries of journalists on different issues.
h. About RTS: stories about Radio-television of Serbia intended for self-promotion
(agreements signed by RTS leadership, announcements of programming, etc)
i. Sports: stories that covered sports. The “sports” stories that are framed ONLY as
activities or statements of officials were coded as Official Stories.
j. Weather: weather related stories and forecast.
k. Obituaries: announcements of people’s deaths presented as voice-overs with
graphics (picture) of the deceased. Funerals of prominent people in society were
not included in this category.
l. Kicker: interesting stories aired at the end of the newscast (not including the
latest news).
m. Rest: headlines and commercials.
n. Other: mistakes made in the production of the newscast (i.e. black screen).
4. Number of Sound Bites per Newscast: total number of sound bites per newscast.
NOTE: in longer interviews each answer was counted as a separate sound bite.
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5. Leading Story: what was the leading story of the newscast per topic 14.
6. Longest Story: what was the longest story of the newscast per topic.
Observations about the newscasts were written simultaneously with coding in a separate
Word document and represented additional remarks about the newscasts. Thus, the quantitative
data obtained though the content analysis were supplemented with the observations that should
provide a clearer context and a better assessment of RTS reporting.
3.3 Research questions
The data gathered through this content analysis will help answer the research questions of
this study:
RQ1: How much has the content of the RTS main newscast changed throughout the years?
RQ2: To what extent has RTS been the official voice of the government?
RQ3: How has RTS reflected the needs of citizens in its main newscast?
RQ4: How has RTS changed from state TV to a public broadcaster?
The categories of content analysis help answer the research questions in several ways.
The changes in trends in any of the categories represent the changes in the RTS newscast. For
example, the possible fluctuations in newscasts’ duration may indicate an unskillful production
of a newscast but also a connection with the government or other influences on
producers/journalists (if there is a trend that a newscasts lasts longer than presumed 30 minutes,
this may indicate that the items are being prolonged under pressure). The category of types of
14

Topics are types of stories: Official Stories, Other Political Stories, Social Issues, International, Conflict, Culture,
Commentary, Sports, About RTS, Weather, Obituary, Kicker
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stories indicates whether RTS has been concentrating predominantly on one type of story or has
had a balanced proportion of representation of all types of stories. The balanced representation of
stories would indicate the rapprochement to the public broadcaster idea while the dominant
presence of Official Stories, for example, may indicate a move towards state TV and/or an
official voice of the government. On the other hand, the dominant presence of Social Issue
stories may indicate an inclination towards an analysis of the social needs of citizens. The
leading story category indicates to which type of story RTS has been giving priority in its
newscasts. The dominance of one type of story may indicate the bias in reporting (for example
the dominance of Official Stories in this category may indicate the shift towards state TV and/or
official voice of the government). The category of the longest story indicates to which type of
story RTS has been giving the most importance in its newscast. The dominance of one type of
story may indicate a bias, while the equal representation of different types of stories may indicate
the balanced reporting that should be a characteristic of a public broadcaster. The number of
sound bites indicates the number of voices RTS has been including in the coverage of news. The
larger number of voices may indicate more balanced reporting (public broadcaster) while the
smaller number of voices may indicate the dependence on official statements (state TV) in news
production.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
4.1 Findings
This study examined the changes in the RTS main newscast Dnevnik 2 in the period since
the fall of communism in 1989 until 2009. The data were gathered through a content analysis of
63 of RTS’s main newscasts. The units of analysis were three RTS newscasts for each year. The
results were analyzed for the entire 20-year period as well as for two periods separately. The
results for the first period of analysis – the Milosevic’s period (1989-2000), when RTS was a
state TV under the semi-authoritarian regime were compared to the results of the analysis of the
second period – the democratic period (2001-2009), when RTS pursued the path of
transformation to become a public broadcaster.
This chapter provides findings from the content analysis of RTS’s 63 newscasts. The first
part includes the quantitative analysis of data grouped by categories of content analysis: duration
of the newscast, types of stories in the newscast, the longest story, the leading story, and the
number of sound bites in the newscast. The second part includes some additional observations
about RTS newscasts for the whole period of the study as well as for Milosevic’s and democratic
period separately.
4.2 Duration of the newscast
In this category the duration of newscasts in minutes and the duration of newscasts in
seconds were coded.
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The results show that the mean duration of the newscast for the whole period of analysis
(1989-2009) was 2313 seconds or 38.55 minutes (as shown in Figure 2.1). The mean duration of
the newscast for the period of 1989-2000 was 2436 seconds or 40.60 minutes (as shown in the
Figure 2.2) while for the period of 2001-2009 it was 2150 seconds or 35.83 minutes (as shown in
Figure 2.3). This shows that the newscast in the democratic period is an average 4.77 minutes
shorter than the newscast in Milosevic’s period.
The results also show the substantial difference in the range in the duration 15 of
newscasts for two periods. For the period of 1989-2000 the range of duration was 3212 seconds
or 53.53 minutes where the shortest newscast was 1258 seconds or 20.96 minutes and the longest
was 4470 16 seconds or 74.5 minutes (as shown in Figure 2.2.). For the period of 2001-2009 the
range of duration was 1138 seconds or 18.96 minutes where the shortest newscast was 1674
seconds or 27.9 minutes and the longest was 2812 seconds or 46.86 minutes (as shown in Figure
2.3.). This shows that the range of duration of newscasts was longer in Milosevic’s period
than in democratic period by 34.54 minutes.
As the range of duration of the newscast was significantly larger in Milosevic’s period
(1989-2000) than in the post-Milosevic period (2001-2009), the duration of the newscast
fluctuated more in the first than in the second period (Figure 2.4).

15

The difference between the shortest and the longest newscast.

16

The longest newscast coded (4470 seconds) would be even longer if it had been available in its entirety to the
researcher. See footnote 17.
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The results show that the longest newscast was the one from September 13, 2000 with
the total duration of 74 minutes and 30 seconds 17.
4.3 Types of Stories
In this category fourteen types of stories were coded: official stories, other political
stories, social issues, conflict related issues, international issues, culture, commentaries, stories
about RTS, sports, weather, obituaries, kicker, rest, and other (under the rules described in
Chapter 3). For the purpose of analysis, the first twelve were taken into consideration. Categories
of “rest” and “other” were taken out as they included commercials, headlines, and mistakes made
in the production of the newscast and, as such, were not relevant for the analysis.
The stories were first analyzed by total duration of each type of story (sum duration)
and the results are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
The results show that in sum duration the Official Stories were dominant for the
whole period of the study, 1989-2009, with 54099 seconds in total duration as well as for both
periods separately with 40926 seconds for 1989-2000 and 13173 seconds for 2001-2009. During
the whole period of the study (1989-2009) Official Stories were followed by Other Political
Stories (27342 seconds), Social Issues (19774 seconds), Sports (8579 seconds), Conflict (8227
seconds), Culture (6022 seconds), International (5741 seconds), Weather (4242 seconds), Stories

17

The newscast was not available in its entirety – it was interrupted after one hour, 14 minutes and 30 seconds.
Perhaps the tapes at the time were of duration of one hour and couldn’t store more. However, the interruption did
not greatly influence the coding because the newscast was interrupted during the Sports block which is located
near end of the newscast. The Weather section was not included as a category for coding for this newscast.
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About RTS (747 seconds), Commentaries (688 seconds), Kicker 18 (530 seconds), and Obituaries
(294 seconds).
When the two periods were compared regarding the sum duration of the stories the
following results were obtained: Official stories were followed by Other Political Stories
(17057.00 seconds) and Social Issues (9201.00 seconds) in Milosevic’s period. In the democratic
period the order was reversed with Social Issues (10573.00 seconds) leading in front of Other
Political Stories (10285.00 seconds). Conflict-related stories were fourth in Milosevic’s period
with 4643.00 seconds and Sports were fifth with 3372.00. That order was reversed in the
democratic period with Sports ranking fourth (5207.00 seconds) and Conflict fifth (3584.00
seconds). Culture, International, and Weather stories had the same ranking in both periods –
sixth, seventh, and eight with 2576.00, 2397.00, and 2289.00 seconds in the first and 3446.00,
3344.00, and 1953 in the second period. Commentaries occupied the ninth rank in the Milosevic
period with 688.00 seconds while in the democratic period they were absent. Stories about RTS
were tenth in both periods with 456.00 seconds in Milosevic’s period and 291.00 seconds in the
democratic period. Obituaries were eleventh in both periods with 274.00 seconds in Milosevic’s
period and 20.00 seconds in the democratic period. Kicker stories were twelfth in the Milosevic
period (103.00 seconds) while in the democratic period they moved to ninth rank (427.00
seconds).
The types of stories were then analyzed by the percentage of their sum duration in the
total duration of all 12 types of stories in newscasts for two periods. The results are shown

18

A kicker is a short story aired at the end of the newscast- usually with more soft news or an entertainment focus.
It does not include the latest news.
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in figure 3.4 where Period 1 represents Milosevic’s era (1989-2000) and Period 2 represents
the democratic era (2001-2009).
The results show that Official Stories accounted for 48.73% of the total duration of all 12
types of stories in Milosevic’s era and in the democratic era they accounted for 25.19%. Other
Political stories accounted for 20.31% in the first period and 19.66% in the second period. Social
Issues were at 10.96% in Milosevic’s era and 20.21% in the democratic era. Sports accounted for
4.02% in the first and 9.96% in the second period; Culture 3.07% in the first and 6.59 in the
second period; International 2.85% in the first and 6.39% in the second; Weather 2.73% in the
first and 3.73% in the second period. Commentary took 0.82% in the first and was absent in the
second period. Stories about RTS accounted for 0.54% in the first and 0.56% in the second
period. Obituaries accounted for 0.33% in the first and 0.04% in the second period, while Kicker
took 0.12% in the first and 0.82% in the second period.
The results also show that the percentage of Official Stories in the democratic period
decreased by 48.32% compared to Milosevic’s era while the percentage of Social Issues
increased by 84.51%.The percentage of Conflict, Sports, Culture, International, Weather, Stories
About RTS and Kicker stories also went up for 23.94%, 147.95%, 114.80%, 124.01%, 37%,
2.84%, and 565.66% respectively. The percentage of Other Political Stories decreased by 3.18%
while the percentage of Obituaries decreased by 88.28%. Commentaries were eliminated in the
democratic period.
To summarize, although dominant in sum duration in both Milosevic’s and
democratic period, Official Stories showed a substantial decrease in the percentage of total
duration of all types of stories in the newscast in the democratic period. Other Political
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Stories and Obituaries also showed a decrease in the democratic period while
Commentaries were eliminated. At the same time, Social Issues, Conflict, Sports, Culture,
International, Weather, Stories About RTS, and Kicker stories showed an increase in the
RTS newscast during the democratic period.
The results show that the democratic period was not homogenous relating to the
prevailing type of stories in the newscast. Figure 3.5 shows that Official Stories (blue line) were
still dominant in the first years of the democracy while at the end 2003 and beginning of 2004,
the decline in the percentage of Official Stories per newscast and the rise in coverage of other
stories was beginning. Figure 3.5 shows that at that time Other Political Stories and Social Issues
started to take a lead in RTS newscast.
Although it can seen in Figure 3.5 that in 1990 and 1991 Other Political Stories and
Social Issues were close to being equal with Official Stories, these can be considered as isolated
cases as the rest of the period clearly showed that Official Stories (blue line in the Figure 3.5)
were dominant for the whole Milosevic era. On the other hand, the period starting with the end
of 2003 and the beginning of 2004 showed the decline of the blue line and the rise of grean,
yellow and orange lines, which represented Other Political Stories, Social Issues, and
International Issues. This trend continued throughout the period with the exception of the period
between 2007 and 2008 when Official Stories increased.
Following the time of the decrease of Official Stories and the rise of Social Issues and
Other Polictical Stories illustrated in Figure 3.5 the types of stories were put into two
subcategories for the period before 2004 and the period after 2004. The results show the decrease
of Official Stories in the period of 2004-2009. In the period of 2001-2003 Official Stories
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occupied 33.32% of the total duration of all 12 types of stories in the newscast while in the
period of 2004-2009 they occupied 21.61%. In the period of 2004-2009 Social Issues Stories
accounted for most of the time (22.52%) while in the period of 2001-2004 they accounted for
14.98%. In the period of 2004-2009 Other Political stories led in front of Official Stories with
22.20% of the total duration of the 12 types of stories (Figure 3.6).
The results show that in the period of 2001-2004 the coverage of Official Stories
decreased to 35.25% compared to the period of 2001-2004. In the period of 2004-2009 the
decrease was also found in Conflict Stories (72.84%), Kicker (16.98%), and Obituaries (100%).
The increase was found in Social Issues (50.30%), Other Political Stories (56.30%), Sports
(10.59%), International (7.79%), Culture (90.53%), Weather (29.37%), and Stories About RTS
(348.89%).
The decrease of Official Stories in the period of 2004-2009 is furthermore supported by
the analysis of the sum of duration of stories. Figure 3.7 shows that, in sum duration, Official
Stories were dominant in the period of 2001-2004 with the total duration of 5328 seconds. On
the other hand, in the period from 2004 to 2009, Official Stories were ranked as third with total
duration of 7845 seconds. In that period, Social Issues and Other Political Stories were both
ranked in ahead of Official Stories with total durations of 8177 and 8024 (as shown in Figure
3.8).
Some of the most illustrative examples of the decline of Official Stories in the RTS
newscasts in the second part of the democracy period are:
•

the newscast from May 21, 2008 had only two Official Stories with a total duration of
164 seconds;
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•

in the newscast from February 20, 2009, Weather provided more coverage (479
seconds) than Official Stories (417 seconds);

•

in the newscasts of September 10, 2008, Official Stories accounted for 212 seconds
while Social Issues took 834 seconds of the newscasts.

Although the results show that the second period of democracy showed the trend of
decline in Officials Stories, some exceptions were noted. The newscast from May 16, 2007
dedicated most of its time (36.68%) to Official Stories, featuring mainly the formation of the
new government. Although in the newscast from February 15, 2008 the total duration of Official
Stories (31.89%) was almost the same as the total duration of Other Political Stories (29.93%),
the tendency to air many official statements was noted. The first 11 minutes of the newscast were
dedicated to Official Stories with the prevalent statements denouncing Kosovo independence.
To summarize, Official Stories were dominant in RTS reporting from 1989, the
beginning of Milosevic era, until 2003/2004, when RTS started dedicating more time to
Social Issues and Other Political stories. Some newscasts in 2007 and 2008 were exceptions.
4.4 Longest Story 19
The longest stories in the RTS newscasts were coded in this category.
An Official Story was most frequently the longest story of the newscast for the whole
period of the study (in 27 newscasts or 42.9% of observed newscasts from 1989 to 2009). It was
followed by Other Political Story (in 15 newscasts or 23.8% of newscasts), Social Issues (in 9
newscasts or 14.3% of newscasts), Conflict Story (in 2 newscasts or 9.5% of newscasts), Culture

19

Sports and Weather were not included as during the coding they were not counted as separate stories but as
blocks.
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(in 2 newscasts or 3.2% of newscast), International (in 2 newscasts or 3.2% of newscasts), and
Commentary (in 1 newscast or 1.6% of newscasts). In one newscast (1.6% of newscasts) Official
Story and Other Political story had the same duration and were both the longest story in the
newscast (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).
The Official Story was also most frequently the longest story in the RTS newscast during
the Milosevic era. Official Story was the longest story in 20 newscasts or 55.6% of observed
newscasts from 1989-2000. It was followed by Other Political Story (in 8 newscasts or 22.2% of
newscasts). Conflict and Social Issues were each the longest story in 2 newscasts or 5.6 % of
newscasts while Commentary, Culture, and International were each the longest story in one
newscast or 2.8% of newscasts. In one newscast (2.8% of newscasts) Official Story and Other
Political story had the same duration and were both the longest story in the newscast (Figures 4.3
and 4.4).
On the other hand, in the democratic period the Official Story was the longest story an
equal number of times (in 7 newscasts or in 25.9% of newscasts) as Other Political Story and
Social Issues Story. They were followed by Conflict (in 4 newscasts or 14.8% of newscasts) and
Culture and International where each of them were the longest story in one newscast or 3.7% of
observed newscasts for the period 2001-2009 (Figures 4.5 and 4.6).
If we further split the democratic period in two (according to the time when the decline of
percentage of Official Stories per newscast was noted), we can see that in both sub periods
(2001-2004 and 2004-2009) the Official Story was ranked third (in 2 newscasts or 22.2% of
newscasts and in 5 newscasts or 27.8% of newscasts). This shows that other stories were the
longest ones more frequently. For the period 2001-2004 the longest story was the Conflict story
(in 4 newscasts or 44.4% of newscasts) while for the period of 2004-2009 a Social Issue Story
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was most frequently the longest story in the RTS newscast (in 7 newscasts or 38.9% of
newscasts). In the period of 2001-2004, the Other Political story ranked second as the longest
story (in 2 newscasts or 22.2% of newscasts and International story ranked fourth (in one
newscast or 11.1% of newscasts). In the period of 2004-2009, Other Political Story ranked
second (in 5 newscasts or 27.8% of newscasts) and Culture ranked fourth (in one newscast or
5.6% of newscasts) as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
To summarize, Official Stories were most frequently the longest stories in RTS
newscasts during the Milosevic era, while in the democratic period Other Political Stories
and Social Issues were the longest story of the newscast an equal number of times as
Official Stories.
In the analysis of the category the Longest Story a phenomenon of extremely long
individual items was noted during Milosevic period (1989-2000). If we take 90 seconds as the
largely accepted average duration of a news item in Europe (Eldridge, 1995), then the items
enumerated below fall into the category of extremely long news stories:
•

The newscast from May 17, 1989, dedicated the whole second part of the newscast was
dedicated to the report from the Central Committee of the Yugoslav Communist Party. 20

•

The newscast from September 13, 1989, carried as the first story a report from the session
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Serbia which lasted 15 minutes and
21 seconds.

•

The newscast from February 16, 1990, carried the item featuring the session of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Serbia, which lasted for 13 minutes and 21

20

The whole duration of this item is unknown as this newscast was not available to the researcher in its entirety.
The available part lasts for 12 minutes and 43 seconds.
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seconds. The item consisted only of readers 21 of the Communist party’s statement, which
was read to the camera by two anchors one after the other.
•

The newscast from February 15, 1991, carried the item featuring the session of Yugoslav
Presidency which lasted for 35 minutes and 48 seconds! 22 The item was aired in the
second part of the newscast and read by several voices. The shorter version of the item
was aired as the second story of the newscast and it lasted for 2 minutes and 50 seconds.

•

The newscast from May 20, 1992, carried two long Official Stories, which at the same
time were the longest stories in the newscast. The first one featured one of the decisions
of the Serbian government and lasted for 4 minutes and 58 seconds while the other one
featured the visit of the Russian foreign minister to Serbia and lasted 4 minutes and 14
seconds.

•

The newscast from May 19, 1993, carried as the first story the visit of the Romanian
president to Serbia. Although the visit was covered in four separate items with anchors
lead-ins in between, they all treated the same issue and were framed as pure protocols –
meetings between the Romanian president and Serbian officials. In total, the coverage of
the Romanian president’s visit lasted for 23 minutes and 23 seconds!

•

The newscast from February 18, 1994, carried as the first story the visit of the Yugoslav
president to companies in western Serbia, which lasted for 5 minutes and 11 seconds.

21

An item which consists of news read by the anchor to camera without any video coverage

22

As the item includes both statements from officials as well as statements from representatives of industries and
workers it is counted half as OS and half as OP. Normally, the items that include both official statements and
opposition statements would be included in Political Stories. However, the length of this item required splitting it
into two categories. Putting it into one of these would create a serious imbalance in the representation of Political
or Official Stories. The same was done with the shorter version of the same topic aired as the second story in the
newscast.
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•

The newscast from May 15, 1996, carried the item featuring the attendance of officials at
an army exercise, which lasted for 5 minutes and 51 seconds.

On the other hand, the longest Official Story from the democracy period lasted for 6 minutes
and 57 seconds. It was aired on May 20, 2009 and it featured the visit of U.S. vice president
Joseph Biden to Belgrade and his meetings with Serbian officials. This protocol item was
followed by the analysis of vice president Biden’s visit featured in several items which covered
the expert opinion, the security measures in Belgrade, and the opinions of opposition parties’
leaders and Serbian Orthodox church representatives. In sum vice president Biden’s visit took 20
minutes and 27 seconds of the newscast, of which 6 minutes and 57 seconds covered the official
part of the visit. This is a substantial difference in the representation of political visits compared
to Milosevic era when the Romanian president’s visit to Serbia in 1993 lasted 23 minutes and 23
seconds of the newscast with all the stories framed as Official Stories. To summarize, in
Milosevic’s period the phenomenon of extremely long stories was present while in the
democracy period this phenomenon was absent.
4.5 Leading Story
In this category the frequency of types of stories appearing as the first story (the leading
story) in RTS newscast was coded.
Throughout the entire period of the study, Official Stories were most frequently the
leading stories of the RTS newscasts. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show that in the period of 1989-2009,
Official Stories were leading stories in 40 newscasts or in 63.5% of newscasts. They were
followed by Other Political Stories, which were the leading story in 10 newscasts or 15.9% of
newscasts. Conflict and International Stories were each leading stories in 4 newscasts or 6.3% of
newscasts. Social Issues were fifth as they were the leading story in 2 newscasts or in 3.2% of
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newscasts. Sports and Weather were each the leading story in one newscast or in 1.6% of
observed newscasts for the period 1989-2009.
In Milosevic’s period Official Stories were leading stories in 26 newscasts or in 72.2% of
newscasts. They were followed by Other Political Stories, which were leading stories in 6
newscasts or in 16.7% of newscasts and Conflict stories, which were leading stories in 2
newscasts or in 5.6% of newscasts. International and Social Issues were both leading stories in
one newscast each or in 2.8% of observed newscasts for the period 1989-2000. Results are
shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
In the democratic period Official Stories were leading stories in 14 newscasts or in 51.9%
of the newscasts. They were followed by Other Political Stories, which were the leading stories
in 4 newscasts or in 14.8% of the newscasts. International stories were ranked third with 4
newscasts or 11.1%, while the Conflict related stories were ranked fourth with 2 newscasts or
7.4% of newscasts. Culture, Social Issues, Sports, Weather were each a leading story in one
newscast or in 3.7% of observed newscasts for the period 2001-2009. The results are shown in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
In the first period of democracy (2001-2003) the Official Stories were the leading story of
RTS newscast an equal number of times as International Stories (3 times or in 33.3% of RTS
newscasts) as shown in the Figure 5.7 while in the second part (2004-2009) they were the
leading story 11 times or in 61.1% of RTS newscasts as shown in the Figure 5.8. However, there
were nine newscasts in the first period (2001-2003) while in the second (2004-2009) there were
eighteen. The larger number of newscasts in the second period, in which Official Stories were
more dominant as leading stories, made them prevail for the whole democratic period as shown
above.
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Although it kept the priority of Official Stories as leading stories in the newscast in the
democratic period, RTS increased the variety of topics that it put as leading stories. While in
the Milosevic era the leading story was limited to five topics - Official Stories, Other Political
Stories, Conflict, International, and Social Issues - in the democratic period it additionally
included Culture, Sports and Weather.
To summarize, Official Stories were most frequently the leading stories in the RTS
newscasts both in the Milosevic’s period and in the democratic period. The variety of topics
present in the leading story expanded in the democracy period.
4.6 Number of Sound Bites
In this category the number of Sound Bites, as inserts of interviews in news reports, was
coded. The analysis of the Number of Sound Bites category shows that the average number of
sound bites per newscast for the whole period was 16.98 (as shown in Figure 6.1) However, the
results show a substantial difference in the number of sound bites between the Milosevic era and
the democratic period. The average number of sound bites per newscast in the Milosevic era was
9.6 (Figure 6.2) whereas the average number of sound bites per newscast in post-Milosevic era
was 26.7 (Figure 6.3). This shows that the number of sound bites per newscast was larger in
the democracy period than in the Milosevic era.
In the first period of democracy (2001-2003) the average number of sound bites per RTS
newscast was 16.6 (Figure 6.4) while in the second part of the democracy era (2004-2009) it was
31.83 (Figure 6.5). The number of sound bites was increasing as the democracy has been
progressing as shown in Figure 6.6. In the Milosevic period the number of sound bites per
newscast was sometimes extremely low. There were three newscasts with 2 sound bites, two
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newscasts with 3 sound bites, and three newscasts with 4 sound bites. There were fourteen other
newscasts with fewer than 10 sound bites (Figure 6.7).
It was also found that the lack of sound bites in newscasts in Milosevic’s period was
accompanied with less video coverage. Many of the stories were based only on official
statements and read to the camera or covered with video of official meetings or graphics. Thus,
the newscast from February 16, 1990, carried the item featuring the session of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Serbia which lasted for 13 minutes and 21 seconds. The
item consisted only of readers about the Communist party written statement and had no sound
bites. In addition, many of the stories without sound bites were based on writings of the press
(domestic or foreign). In that case, the item would consist of a voice-over 23 and graphics or the
generic video of the city where the newspapers were from. Some stories were pure journalistic
commentaries and, as such, did not include sound bites. Some items were based on unreliable
information and could not include sound bites (discussed below under Observations of reporting
during Milosevic’s period).
The only newscast with a larger number of sound bites was the one from February 19,
1999. The number of sound bites in this newscast was 32. That newscast was aired at the time of
the Rambouillet meeting near Paris, France over the Kosovo issue. The meeting was very
important for the country as it presumed military intervention against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia being one of the republics) if its leadership refused the proposed agreement.
The large number of sound bites in this newscast was due mainly to one single item which

23

A news item which consists of the news read by the anchor to camera and covered partially with video or
graphics. Sometimes it is followed by a sound bite.
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featured 26 sound bites from citizens who supported the decision of Serbian officials to refuse
the Rambouillet agreement.
On the other hand, the smallest recorded number of sound bites per newscast in the
democratic period (2001-2009) was 10 and the number of sound bites per newscast went up to 48
(Figure 6.3). A predominant concentration of sound bites in one story was not recorded in this
period.
To summarize, the number of sound bites per newscast was significantly higher in
the democratic period (26.77) than in the Milosevic era (9.63). An increase in the number of
sound bites was found in the democratic period. A large concentration of one-sided sound
bites in one story was found in Milosevic’s period. The lack of sound bites was
accompanied with less video coverage in Milosevic’s period.
4.7 Other observations of RTS newscasts
During the coding of newscasts some other significant characteristics of RTS newscasts
were noted. Although they do not fit into categories primarily designed for coding, they were
important for a better understanding of the structure and the content of RTS newscasts.
Anchors: From 1989 to 1993, RTS newscast had several anchors. Usually, one was the
main presenter, who was a prominent journalist (possibly the editor of the newscast), and the
others were only reading the news to the camera. In the same period, RTS sometimes had
separate anchors for different topics: economy, commentary, or international news. Some
newscasts had different anchors for sports and weather. In this period the anchors were in one
shot. The newscast would usually begin with the main anchor in one shot and the others would
appear later also in one shot. They were not introduced in the beginning as hosts of the show.
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In 1994 RTS changed the studio setting and introduced two main presenters in a twoshot. Occasionally, different anchors for sports and weather would appear. Subsquently, RTS
newscasts would change settings a couple more times, alternating several times the concept of
one main presenter + anchors for sports and weather with the concept of two main presenters +
anchors for sports and weather. Today an RTS newscast has one main presenter and two other
anchors: one for sports and one for weather. Throughout the whole period of the study, anchors
were both male and female.
Headlines: Headlines in the RTS newscast were usually at the beginning of the show.
However, there were several cases of headlines missing from the show (February 17, 1989;
February 16, 1990; September 11, 1991; September 9, 1992; May 19, 1999 24; February 16,
2001). Also, there were two cases (May 16, 1990, and September 12, 1990) when the RTS
newscast aired the headlines after the first item in the newscast. From the observed newscasts of
February 15, 2002, to February 20, 2004, RTS aired headlines three times during the newscast: at
the beginning, in the middle and at the end. From the observed newscast of May 19, 2004, until
the present day, RTS airs the headlines two times in the newscast: at the beginning and at the end
of the show.
Lead-ins: In the period of 1989 and the early 1990s, RTS newscasts did not have anchor
lead-ins between some of the different items. Thus, in some cases, items with different topics
were not separated but aired one after another in a row. This habit completely disappeared and
today every item in RTS newscast is separated by anchor lead-in.

24

This newscast was aired during the NATO bombing of Yugoslavia after the RTS main building was destroyed in air
strikes. The omission of headlines can be attributed to difficulties with news production under war conditions and
not to the changed concept.
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Commentaries: In the Milosevic era, RTS journalists used to write commentaries on
different topics: politics, economy, and international issues. These commentaries were usually on
camera as long readers or voice-overs and represented opinions of journalists on a specific topic.
In the democracy era, commentaries were completely abandoned.
Video coverage: During Milosevic’s era, videos of meetings of officials (“official
video”) and graphics were largely used to cover news items. There was a large number of items
where video coverage was missing. The anchors would read the written statements of officials to
the camera or present the news without citing other sources. Thus, in the newscast from February
16, 1990, the item featuring the session of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Serbia had no video coverage but represented only the reading of the written official statement,
which lasts for 13 minutes and 21 seconds. Video coverage improved in the democratic period.
There were more shots representing the actual event and more sequence shots. However, the
exact numbers of these shots versus the “official video” coverage is not coded in this study.
Observations of reporting during Milosevic’s period:
Throughout the whole period, examples of what appeared to be biased reporting were
noticed in RTS newscasts. The newscast from September 13, 2000, which was the closest one to
the fall of the Milosevic’s regime on October 5, 2000, provides several examples.
The first nine minutes of the newscast were dedicated to reports of the foreign press
about one of Milosevic’s speeches. All these reports had positive connotations, implying that
Milosevic’s speech at Djerdap was highly quoted in the foreign press. The reports only quoted
the excerpts from Milosevic’s speech and did not give the context or commentaries of the foreign
press. Video suggested that Milosevic was highly positively welcomed by people who came to
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greet him in Djerdap. The teaser at the beginning of the newscast implied that the gathering was
“magnificent.”
Just several weeks before the revolution of October 5, 2000, in which Milosevic’s regime
was toppled, RTS covered the electoral campaign and dedicated substantial time in the newscast
to electoral campaigns of coalition parties of Slobodan Milosevic (Socialist Party) and his wife
Mirjana Marković (Yugoslav Left Party). The RTS newscast from September 13, 2000,
dedicated 16 minutes and 32 seconds to coverage of these parties. The coverage had a positive
connotation: the speakers at the rally were greeted cordially and their speeches interrupted by
several rounds of applause. On the other hand, all the opposition parties together had five
minutes and 13 seconds of coverage. The reports from their rallies were framed to show little or
no interest in opposition parties. The video suggested that not many people attended the rallies
and that speakers were not greeted by applause. When presenting the Democratic Opposition of
Serbia’s (DOS) rally, the journalist implied that Vojislav Koštunica, DOS candidate for
Yugoslav president, exaggerated when he was presenting the number of people attending his
rallies throughout Serbia.
In subsequent stories not covering the electoral campaign, the opposition parties were
negatively presented. Two stories implied that many citizens sent letters to RTS asking that the
show featuring opposition members in an electoral debate be cancelled. The story quoted the
letters from citizens saying that “they did not want to listen” to some of the opposition leaders
“who insulted the people who dedicated themselves to the reconstruction [after NATO bombing]
of the country.” The video suggested the station received the large amount of these letters.
Another story stated that RTS got a fax from listeners of Radio Index, one of the critically
oriented radio stations at the time. The listeners allegedly complained about Radio Index’s
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reporting, implying that the radio station had forged the opinion surveys. Neither story indicated
the exact number of people complaining, compared to the whole audience of RTS or Radio
Index.
Besides the stories that indirectly put the opposition parties in negative context, the same
newscast explicitly portrayed the members of opposition parties as bad guys, often using
vocabulary not suited for professional journalism. Thus, one of the stories read:
“Čedomir Rakman, from Kljajićevo near Sombor, the member of Djindjić’s, one of the
newly formed mercenary parties, tried to kill yesterday, with two knife stabs in the stomach,
Rade Ribić, from Kljajićevo. Rade Ribić, the member of the border police, is in critical
condition. This criminal act shows that members of pro-NATO opposition parties do not choose
the means when committing the most serious crimes in order to accomplish their traitor’s goals
and the interests of their lords.”
This news item did not cite any sources. It did not include video but was read by the
unknown anchor and covered with one single graphic –the photocopy of the alleged killer’s
Democratic party membership card. Anti-regime orientation was implied to be mercenary
activity paid for by NATO countries and opposition parties were called “mercenary parties” and
“traitors.” The item also contained the unsupported, partisan conclusion, “This criminal act
shows that members of pro-NATO opposition parties do not choose the means when committing
the most serious crimes in order to accomplish their traitor’s goals and the interests of their
lords.”
International stories also appeared to put the international community in a negative
context. The story about gas shortages in Europe read: “Europe is threatened by a total traffic
disruption because of the shortages of gas” and was followed by video representing long lines for
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gas, traffic disruption, and a quote that “even one man died waiting for the gas.” It has to be
noted that this story was relevant for news coverage. However, another context has to be borne in
mind: citizens of Yugoslavia and Serbia were facing serious shortages of gas throughout the
1990s. Due to extremely high prices and shortages people were forced to buy gas on black
market using one or two liter plastic bottles or even to smuggle it from neighboring countries.
With this context in mind, Europe’s one day disruption of traffic due to gas shortages might
seem negligible or irrelevant.
The sports block featured the story about basketball club “Borac-Čačak,” which had
given the award for “the most valuable citizen” to president Slobodan Milosevic.
In other newscasts it appeared that stories that covered the conflicts in the former
Yugoslavia, where the Serbs fought Croats and Muslims from Bosnia, mainly supported only
one side – the Serbian one. Conflict stories in the newscasts from September 9, 1992 and
September 11, 1991, aired only the statements of Serbian soldiers. Throughout the Milosevic
period RTS newscasts gave pejorative attributes to the other side of the conflict. Members of the
Croatian army were called “Ustasha terrorists,” Kosovo Albanians were called “Albanian
terrorists” and NATO soldiers and those who supported them were called “NATO mercenaries.”
Western countries were often described with all sorts of colorful epithets such as “the
propaganda apparatus of the aggressor,” “NATO evil,” “the lies of NATO,” and “propaganda
maneuvers of NATO” (newscast from February 19, 1999).
Also, it seemed that RTS selected which non-governmental organizations’ voices or
foreign political parties would be given a place in its newscast. Mainly those who supported
Serbian side were present. Thus, the rallies of associations of Serbians from Croatia, Bosnia and
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Macedonia, as well as statements from the association of World War II veterans or Italians
communists, were largely present in RTS newscasts during Milosevic’s period.
When writing about the reporting of the foreign press it appeared that RTS selected those
articles that supported Milosevic’s regime. Thus, the reports of Chinese and Russian press were
highly visible. On the other hand, it seemed that RTS selected extracts from the Western press
which, taken out of context, could have a positive connotation for Milosevic’s regime (as
described above in the coverage of Milosevic’s speech in Djerdap). Thus, the newscast from
February 18, 2000, featured a 5 minute and 22 seconds long first story about the reporting of
foreign press about the congress of Milosevic’s Socialist Party. The impression of the researcher
was that the whole item was a certain glorification of Slobodan Milosevic. Implying that the
foreign press had reported much about the event, the video showed Milosevic surrounded by his
supporters and greeted by applause. The impression was that people loved him and were happy.
The newscast from May 5, 2000, began with a story stating that a Swiss newspaper had put one
of Milosevic’s statements on the list of events that marked the twentieth century. In both cases,
the context in which the foreign press put the two events was not mentioned. Furthermore, RTS
started to rebroadcast the reports from western TV stations in their entirety when they, according
to an RTS anchor “started to do the objective reporting” (newscast from May 19, 1993). In the
newscast of September 8, 1993, RTS aired items from ITN, a British TV station, and from a
French TV station featuring the conflict between Bosnian Croats and Muslims. The reporting of
western TV stations about the conflicts in which the Serbian side was involved was not noted in
the newscasts analyzed in this study.
Sometimes RTS gave very little information about the topics that were of huge
importance for the country but represented “negative news.” Thus, the newscast from September
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13, 1995, dedicated only 25 seconds to the meeting between Slobodan Milosevic and American
envoy Richard Holbrooke aimed at stopping the war in Bosnia. At the time, the United States
was considered the enemy of Serbia. In the same newscast, the news featuring culture, as well as
weather forecast, was given more time than Milosevic-Holbrooke meeting. In the newscast from
September 9, 1992, the item that featured the imposition of international sanctions to Yugoslavia,
which had enormous consequences for the country, was presented as a 46 seconds reader. In the
newscast of September 11, 1996, the item featuring the meeting between Slobodan Milosevic
and the representatives of one Serbian company was longer than the item featuring the meeting
between Milosevic and Carl Bildt, at the time the special representative for Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
The impression of the researcher was that the stories which featured social issues were
often framed to present that Serbian economy could do well despite international sanctions.
Thus, the longest story in the newscast of February 19, 1993, was the story which featured a
successful company in Kosovo. At that time, Serbia was under international sanctions and faced
a severe economic crisis. Also, RTS sometimes framed social issue stories to look like official
stories as it based its economy reports only on press conferences from representatives of big
companies, banks or other economic institutions (Chamber of Commerce).
An example of the open position of submission of RTS journalists towards the
government officials was in the newscast of May 15, 1996, where, in an item that featured the
visit of Zoran Lilić, president of Yugoslavia, to an army exercise, the journalist asked the
president: “We have filmed the exercise and, if you allow, we will air it.” The same journalist
appeared in a later newscast as the member of the army.
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Observations about RTS newscast in the democratic period:
In the first years of democracy, although showing signs of a change in reporting, there
were examples that appeared to show that RTS kept some of the characteristics of journalism
found in Milosevic’s era. The newscast from February 16, 2001, started with the story about the
attack on a Serbian bus in Kosovo. The story was covered from several angles, including a report
from the crime scene. If we note that in the Milosevic’s period RTS would cover this kind of
stories mainly by quoting officials on what had happened, we can note the change in reporting.
However, some of the characteristics of the “old” reporting remained present. Official stories
accounted for a huge portion of the newscast (48.21%) and some of them had an openly positive
connotation towards the regime. Thus, the item featuring Serbian officials’ meeting with the
representatives of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe implied that the
Serbian government got the support of the international community. However, that claim was
based on the official statement without implying what that support would concretely be. In
addition, some of the sound bites from officials were too long. The deputy prime minister’s
sound bite about the attack on a Serbian bus in Kosovo lasted for 1 minute and 23 seconds while
the Parliament speaker’s sound bite lasted for 2 minutes and 5 seconds. Furthermore, written
statements from government officials were still read by the anchor and aired almost in their
entirety, with no video coverage (using just graphics). Also, the newscast from September 11,
2002, carried the stories which were supposed to be Social Issues items but were only based on
government statements (the item featuring the spill on the river Danube or the item featuring the
reform of the University).
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In the democratic period RTS started using reports from the private news agencies BETA
and FONET, both formed in 1994. This contrasts with Milosevic’s era when generally the
reports from state news agency TANJUG were used.
In the second part of the democratic period, in the coverage of Social Issues RTS showed
the tendency to go out on the field and cover the issues from several angles. Here are some of the
examples:
•

The newscast from February 18, 2005 presented a story on inflation that was not only
based on the claims of the governor of the National Bank but went further in analysis,
giving the opinions of an economist and a general manager of one company; another
item analyzed harmful food additives and included the comparison of situations in
Serbia, neighboring countries and the European Union as well as expert opinions; the
news that the government opened a phone line for those who wished to report
irregularities in receiving receipts for sold goods included the analysis of how successful
this action could be in Serbia where the general atmosphere went against telling on
fellow citizens – the item included four sound bites from ordinary citizens.

•

The newscast from May 17, 2006, featured a social issue problem presenting very bad
conditions at a neurological hospital in a town in Northern Serbia. The item included
video footage of ruined buildings and sound bites from doctors and nurses.

•

The newscast from September 13, 2006, carried a colorfully illustrated problem solving
story that featured the fallen bridge on the river Morava, one of the main rivers in Serbia.
The bridge was the only link between two villages and its fall completely paralyzed the
everyday lives of citizens. The video showed the fallen bridge and citizens trying to go
on the other side of the river. The same newscast carried a story about the problems that
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disabled children faced – one of which was that there was not an adequate school for
them.
•

The newscast of September 10, 2008, dedicated most of the time to Social Issues stories six stories with the total duration of 834 seconds. These stories included the following
items: how to solve the problem of foreign investment; the implications of the decrease
of import taxes on cars; the problem of the rise of violence in schools; the situation of
girls from a village who could not go to school because they did not have any
transportation. The same newscast featured only three Official Stories with the total
duration of 212 seconds. If it is added that Other Political Stories and International
Stories in this newscast also included analysis of current events (such as the conflict in
Serbian Radical Party, one of the largest political parties in Serbia or the analysis of
presidential elections in the United States) it can be implied that the majority of this
newscast was dedicated to problem solving issues.

•

The newscast from February 20, 2009: analyzed of why the national currency was
getting weaker; which included an analysis of the problem of companies that could not
pay off loans.

During the democratic period, RTS showed the tendency of giving balanced time to all
political parties during electoral campaigns. The newscast from September 11, 2002, gave 29
seconds to the coverage of ruling parties and 72 seconds to the coverage of opposition parties
(compare to the electoral coverage in the newscast of September 13, 2000). The newscast from
May 19, 2004, gave almost equal time to each candidate (14, 17 or 20 seconds) where the ruling
coalition’s candidate got 14 seconds.
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The coverage of international news also showed the tendency towards multi angle
reporting. Thus, the newscast from February 18, 2005, carried the item about the new travel
regulations in Europe, which included the opinion of the tourist workers as well as of a European
minister for transport. The newscast from September 10, 2008, analyzed the electoral campaign
in the United States and gave a local angle to the story about the particle accelerator in Geneva,
Switzerland.
In the democratic period, RTS started airing “human touching stories” – those that
analyze a touching fate of individuals. The newscast from May 18, 2005, carried stories about
the fate of a boy who was evacuated from a flooded area and about an old man who started
building a road by himself. The newscast from September 13, 2006, carried the story about a 92year-old man who received a medal for fighting in the Spanish Civil War.
Although RTS started airing the news that was obtained on exclusive information (the
story about the murder in Subotica, a town in northern Serbia aired on February 18, 2005) this
form of reporting was not used much.
In 2005, RTS introduced a regular block, “European Affairs,” dedicated to the news
related to the European Union. In later years this regular block was abandoned.
The newscasts in which Official Stories dominate (February 17, 2006, May 15, 2007,
September 12, 2007, and February 15, 2008) coincided with significant political events such as
the formation of the new government in 2007 or the situation leading up to the declaration of
independence of Kosovo and the inauguration of Serbian president in 2008. The position of
Serbian officials expressed in the newscast of February 15, 2008 regarding the Kosovo issue was
characterized by the following language: “Kosovo is the heart, cradle and the warm emotion of
Serbia,” “Nobody has the right to take Kosovo from us” (it was not clear precisely who was
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taking Kosovo away from Serbia), “This is the first time that the usurpers ask us to accept and
acknowledge, to servilely salute the extortion of Kosovo” (it was not clear who the usurpers
were), “Kosovo is the most valuable thing that Serbians have given to the Christian civilization,”
“The proclamation of false independent state of Kosovo.” On the other hand, the language in
these stories did not bring explicitly negative descriptions and unsuited vocabulary for “the other
side” of conflicting political issues as was the case in the newscasts during Milosevic’s era.
When an event was perceived as important, RTS showed the will to give it substantial
coverage and a leading story position, even if the event did not fall in the category of Official
Stories. Thus, on February 20, 2009, during severe snowstorms, Weather took more time than
Official Stories in the RTS newscast. Weather was covered in the leading story as well as in
three more stories in the regular block at the end of the newscast. One of these stories included
live coverage. The dominant coverage in the newscast of May 21, 2008, was dedicated to Culture
(831 seconds) where the Eurovision song context 25 took most of the time and the leading story
position.
4.8 Summary of findings
Quantitative analysis per categories of content analysis:
•

The duration of the RTS newscast in the democratic period was an average 4.77
minutes shorter than in Milosevic’s era.

•

The range of duration of the newscast in the Milosevic era was longer by 34.54
minutes than in the democratic period.

25

Eurovision song contest was organized by RTS, marking the first time that Serbia hosted the event. It was of big
importance for RTS, as it tested its production skills, and for Serbia, as it tested its readiness to host big
international events.
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•

The duration of newscasts fluctuated more in Milosevic’s period than in the
democratic period.

•

The longest newscast lasted for 74 minutes and 30 seconds and was recorded in
the Milosevic era.

•

In sum duration, official stories were dominant for the whole period of the study
(1989-2009) as well as for both periods separately (Milosevic’s and democratic
period) but their percentage in the RTS newscast decreased 48.32% in the
democratic period.

•

The percentage of Other Political Stories and Obituaries also decreased in the
democratic period and Commentaries were eliminated.

•

The percentage of Social Issues, Sports, Culture, International, Weather, Kicker
and Conflict stories increased in the democratic period.

•

Official Stories continued to be dominant in RTS newscasts until the end of 2003
and the beginning of 2004 when RTS started to dedicate more time to Social
Issues and Other Political Stories.

•

From 2004, Social Issues, Sports, International, Culture, Weather, and Stories
about RTS continued to increase with Social Issues being the most dominant type
of stories in the RTS newscast.

•

Other Political Stories, which decreased in the beginning of democratic period
(2001-2003), increased in the later part of democracy (2004-2009).

•

Official Stories resurged as dominant in several newscasts in 2006, 2007, and
2008.
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•

Official Stories were most frequently the longest story of RTS newscasts in
Milosevic’s period, while in the democratic period they were the longest story an
equal number of times as Other Political Stories and Social Issues.

•

Extremely long stories were found in Milosevic’s period.

•

Official Stories were most frequently the leading story of RTS newscast in both
periods.

•

In the democratic period, an enlarged number of topics in leading stories was
found.

•

The number of sound bites was significantly bigger in the democratic period than
in Milosevic’s period. The trend of positive rise was found.

•

An extremely low number of sound bites per newscast was found in Milosevic’s
period.

Other observations:
1. For the whole period (1989-2009)
•

The number of anchors in the RTS newscast varied though time but both genders
were always represented.

•

The studio setting for the RTS newscast changed over time.

•

The position of headlines, as well as the number of their repetition in the
newscast, varied through time.
2. For the Milosevic’s period (1989-2000)

•

The omission of lead-ins was found.

•

The lack of sound bites was accompanied by less video coverage.
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•

It appeared that the most common video coverage was video that represented the
activities of officials.

•

It appeared that RTS maintained biased reporting by glorifying Milosevic’s
regime, framing stories to support the regime, giving substantially larger amount
of time to the ruling party during election campaigns than to opposition parties,
presenting opposition parties, other parties in conflicts, and the international
community in a negative light, maintaining one-sided reporting about wars,
covering extensively the organizations that supported the regime, using selective
reporting about the writings of the foreign press, using omission or less coverage
of negative news, and keeping an openly submissive position of journalists
towards the officials.

3. For the democracy era (2001-2009):
•

RTS used the information from independent news agencies.

•

RTS gave equal time to ruling and opposition parties in electoral campaigns.

•

There was not enough news based on exclusive information.

•

In the early democratic period, RTS kept some of the characteristics of reporting
noted in the Milosevic’s period: in some newscasts it had an openly positive
connotation towards the regime, long sound bites of officials, reading of
government statements in their entirety to the camera, and basing coverage of
social issues only on government statements.
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•

In the second part of the democratic period, RTS went in the field to cover social
issues; stories were covered from several angles; it aired human touching stories;
it used multi-angled coverage of international issues.

•

The number of Official Stories surged occasionally in times of important
domestic political events.

•

The language used by Serbian officials and aired on RTS when depicting Kosovo
was defensive but not offensive.

•

RTS gave substantial time to all types of stories.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary of the study
The goal of this study was to examine the changes in Radio-Television of Serbia’s (RTS)
main newscast, Dnevnik 2, in the period of twenty years since the fall of communism in Central
and Eastern Europe in 1989. For the purposes of this research, the twenty-year period was
divided into two periods. First, the study examined the period of 11 years after the fall of
communism (1989-2000) when Radio-Television of Serbia was a state TV during the semiauthoritarian regime of Slobodan Milosevic. The research then examined the characteristics of
RTS’s newscasts in the period after the establishment of democracy in Serbia (2001-2009 26)
when RTS was expected to pursue the path of transformation to a public broadcaster. The first
period was referred to as the “Milosevic period” and the second was referred to as “the
democratic period.” Finally, this research compared the results obtained for the two periods.
The data were gathered through a content analysis of 63 RTS main newscasts. The units
of analysis were three RTS newscasts for each year, from 1989 to 2009. The content analysis
included a quantitative study and additional observations. Quantitative data were obtained
though the analysis of the duration of the newscast, types of stories in the newscast, the leading
story in the newscast, the longest story in the newscast, and the number of sound bites per

26

Democracy came to Serbia on October 5, 2000 when the regime of Slobodan Milosevic was toppled. The random
sampling of newscasts did not include any from the period of October – December 2000. Therefore, in this
research the democratic period is considered to start in 2001.
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newscast. Additional observations included non-structured discourse and structural assessments
of RTS newscasts.
The results show that in the democratic period the duration of the newscasts decreased an
average of 4.77 minutes and the fluctuations in the duration of the newscast decreased by 34.54
minutes. The coverage of state and ruling party officials dropped by 48.32% while the coverage
of social issues increased 84.51%. The coverage of Sports (+147.95%), Culture (+114.80%), and
International stories (+124.01%), more than doubled while the commentaries were eliminated in
the democratic period. In the second part of the democratic period (2004-2009), the coverage of
officials’ activities further dropped with social issues accounting for the biggest percentage of
coverage in RTS newscasts. In the democratic period, three types of stories – Official Story,
Other Political Story, and Social Issues –had the same frequency (25.9%) as the longest story in
RTS newscasts. The average number of sound bites per newscast increased by 17.1, compared to
Milosevic’s period. Moreover, the extremely negative discourse towards opposition parties, the
international community, and opposite sides in conflicting issues was eliminated and all political
parties were given the same air time during electoral campaigns. The news coverage during the
democratic period contained more items that were based on filed reports with more voices
represented in them. However, in the democratic period the Official Story stayed most frequently
(in 51.9% of newscasts) the leading story of the newscast. In some newscasts in 2007 and 2008,
Official Stories remained the most significant part of RTS newscast.
5.2 Analysis of findings
Four research questions were addressed in this study:
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RQ1: How much has the content of the RTS main newscast changed throughout the
years?
RQ2: To what extent has RTS been the official voice of the government?
RQ3: How has RTS reflected the needs of citizens in its main newscast?
RQ4: How has RTS changed from state TV to a public broadcaster?
5.2.1 RQ1: How much has the content of the RTS main newscast changed
throughout the years?
Compared to Milosevic’s era (1989-2000) when RTS was a state TV, the content of its
main newscast significantly changed in the democratic period, when the station was expected to
begin a transformation to become a public service broadcaster. The results are clear that in the
democratic period the RTS newscasts were shorter and more consistent in duration. Newscasts
became less dedicated to coverage of state and ruling party officials’ activities and more inclined
to reporting about social issues and other political events. Simultaneously, the coverage of sports,
culture, international stories, conflict, weather, stories about RTS, and kicker stories increased. In
the democratic period RTS, eliminated commentaries from its newscast and significantly
decreased the obituaries. Also, in the democratic period, Other Political Stories and Social Issues
stories were considered of equal if not higher important to Official Stories, while in Milosevic’s
period coverage of state and ruling party officials’ activities represented the most important topic
for the RTS newscast. Furthermore, in the democratic period, more voices were present in the
RTS newscast. The results show that the average number of sound bites per newscast was
significantly higher in the democratic period than in Milosevic’s period.
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The overall reporting in Dnevnik 2 became more balanced, more diverse, and more
professional. The negative discourse towards opposition parties, the international community,
and opposite sides in conflicting issues was eliminated, as were commentaries and unfounded
conclusions. Ruling and opposition parties were given equal time in the newscast during
electoral campaigns. RTS reporters went out in the field more and included more voices in their
reports. Social issue stories that once were mainly based on government statements and press
conferences were substituted for field reporting. Stories about human issues were introduced.
Coverage of international issues, which was mainly based on selective reporting of the foreign
press and statements of foreign officials in Milosevic’s era, was replaced by multi-angle
reporting about foreign events. Lead-ins for stories, which were sometimes absent in Milosevic’s
period, were always present in the democratic period. When an event was perceived as
important, even if it did not fall into the category of political issues, RTS became willing to give
it a substantial amount of coverage in the democratic period. The results show that the newscasts
from February 20, 2009, and May 21, 2008, contained more weather and culture coverage than
the coverage of activities of state and ruling party officials.
One thing that did not change was the priority in news reporting. The results show that
stories covering the activities of state and ruling party officials remained the leading story in the
majority of RTS newscasts in the democratic period. Although the percentage of official stories
occupying the leading story position dropped from 72.2% in Milosevic’s era to 51.9% in the
democratic era, that percentage still covered more than one half of all newscasts in the
democratic period. While keeping the priority of Official Stories as leading stories in the
newscast in the democratic period, RTS increased the variety of topics that it used as leading
stories. While in the Milosevic era the leading story was limited to five topics - Official Stories,
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Other Political Stories, Conflict, International, and Social Issues, in the democratic period it
additionally included Culture, Sports and Weather.
During the whole period of twenty years RTS kept male and female anchors for its main
newscast while their number alternated several times. In 2009, the RTS newscast had one main
anchor and two others for sports and weather.
The position of headlines alternated several times in RTS newscasts during the twenty
years. Besides the usual position at the beginning of the newscast, they were also present in the
middle and at the end of the newscast. In 2009, RTS newscast aired headlines in the beginning
and at the end of the show.
Thus, it can be concluded that RTS newscasts changed significantly in the
democratic period compared to Milosevic’s period. Newscasts became shorter, more
consistent in duration and structure, and less inclined to the coverage of officials’ activities.
It developed into a more balanced, more diverse, and more professional newscast, and it
started to include more voices in the news coverage. On the other hand, RTS kept the old
priority in news reporting which most frequently put Official Stories in leading positions in
the newscast.
5.2.2 RQ2: To what extent has RTS been an official voice of the government?
The results show that in Milosevic’s era the coverage of activities of state and ruling
party officials was dominant in all categories. Official Stories accounted for an overwhelming
48.73% of the total duration of all types of stories in RTS newscasts in that period and were most
frequently the leading and the longest story in RTS newscasts. In addition, the phenomenon of
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very long and extremely long official stories was found. These stories ranged from five to even
more than 35 minutes and mainly covered the activities of state and party officials. Sometimes
Official Stories would pile up one after another covering the same event. This suggests that for
RTS the most important issue was what government and ruling party officials said or did.
As the definition of Official Stories used in this study represents only stories based on
government statements, it can be inferred that, during Milosevic’s era, RTS practiced onesided, pro-government reporting.
The one-sided reporting is even more supported by the fact that RTS did not include a lot
of other voices in the coverage of daily news in Milosevic’s period. Even when it would include
the voices of ordinary people (newscasts from February 19, 1999) RTS aired only those that
supported the decisions of Serbian officials. This suggests that RTS included the voices of the
people in its news coverage only when they supported the regime.
Furthermore, RTS was glorifying Milosevic’s regime in its newscasts. The results show
that the reports about his activities had positive connotations with open positive qualifications
such as the usage of the epithet “magnificent” to describe one of the gatherings during which
Milosevic spoke. The video that accompanied his activities suggested that Milosevic had the
people’s support. His speeches were often interrupted by applause with people gathering around
to greet him. Foreign press reports were selected and taken out of context to give the impression
that they reported positively about the regime. Government statements were read in entirety to
the camera with no adequate video coverage. At the same time, opposition parties, the
international community, and other sides in conflicts were portrayed negatively. RTS used the
terms “mercenary parties,” “traitors,” “terrorists,” “aggressors,” “NATO evil,” etc., to portray
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them. These terms were in line with state politics. When covering the electoral campaigns, RTS
gave more time to the ruling party than to opposition parties. Also, RTS avoided giving
information that could be negative for the regime. Ultimately, the position of RTS’s submission
towards the regime was openly stated in one of the newscasts when the journalist compliantly
asked the Yugoslav president to allow the airing of the already-filmed footage of an army
exercise. This suggests that RTS framed the stories about the regime in order to get the
positive connotation, used the language which was in line with the state politics, while
ignoring or neglecting the stories which could have negative impact on the regime. Thus, it
can be concluded that RTS was a government voice during the Milosevic’s era.
At the beginning of the democratic period some indicators suggest that RTS kept some of
the pro-regime reporting. In the period of 2001-2003, Official Stories were still dominant. In
some newscasts there was a positive connotation towards the regime implying, without
explaining, that the regime had the support of the international community. In some, the duration
of sound bites of officials was too long, suggesting that journalists still didn’t dare to cut the
officials. In some, the reporting about the social issues was still based only on what the
government said about the issue without including the field report or the other side.
On the other hand, in that same period, RTS stopped having the Official Story as the
longest story of the newscast. The coverage of ruling and opposition parties became equal in
electoral campaigns. Starting in 2004, the dominant stories in the RTS newscasts were no longer
official stories but social issues. The fact that, in the period of 2004-2009, even other political
stories preceded the coverage of official stories, suggests that RTS started to be more likely to air
the analysis of political events rather than the mere reporting of activities of state officials. When
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reporting about social issues, RTS relied less on government statements and more on field
reporting. With the decrease of the coverage of official stories on the one hand and the increase
in the coverage of social issues, sports, culture, international stories, conflict, weather, stories
about RTS, and kicker stories on the other hand, RTS newscast became diverse and balanced.
However, the leading story position in RTS newscast in the democratic period was most
frequently reserved for the activities of officials. Also, during the times of important domestic
political events the number of Official Stories in RTS newscast resurged and in reporting about
the Kosovo issue the defensive language expressed by officials was highly present.
Thus, it can be concluded that in the democratic period RTS represented much less
of the official voice of the government than it did during Milosevic’s period. The decrease
of official stories, the balanced reporting about ruling and opposition parties, and the
increase in the coverage of stories not related to the government, suggested that RTS made
some steps in distancing itself from being the official voice of the government in the
democratic period. However, RTS continued to give priority to Official Stories in
scheduling the items order in the newscast and to increase the number of Official Stories
during important domestic political events, while having a defensive language for Kosovo
issue. This may suggest that, although it maintained calm and diverse reporting,
occasionally, when important domestic political issues were at stake, RTS would rather
incline to the government’s positions.
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5.2.3 RQ3: How has RTS reflected the needs of citizens in its main newscast?
During Milosevic’s period, Official Stories and Other Political stories accounted for
almost 70% of RTS newscasts while in the democratic period they accounted for 44.85%.
Moreover, in the second period of democracy (2004-2009), Official Stories’ presence dropped to
21.61% while Social Issues accounted for the biggest coverage in RTS’s newscast (22.52%).
Therefore, it can be concluded that RTS’s main focus during Milosevic’s period were
politicians and their needs. In the democratic period that focus started to shift, and in the
period of 2004-2009, social issues prevailed. Moreover, the results suggest that RTS practiced
one-sided reporting during Milosevic’s regime. The regime was glorified while opinions that
contradicted the official position of the state were neglected or presented in a negative light. It
can be inferred that RTS’s reporting was directed towards the support of Milosevic’s regime and
not towards the reflection of the needs of Serbia’s citizens. In the democracy era, RTS started
covering social issues by including more diverse opinions in the coverage of these stories.
Moreover, social issues stories started to be directed towards the pointing out of a social problem
or towards solving it. Stories about harmful food additives, bad conditions in a neurological
hospital, a fallen bridge on one of the main rivers, problems with foreign investments,
implications of the decrease of import taxes on cars, the rise of violence in schools, a problem
that children in villages had in finding appropriate transportation to go to school, and stories
about why the national currency is getting weaker, suggest that RTS started to reflect social
problems in its main newscast. Therefore, it can be concluded that RTS’s newscasts reflected
more the needs of citizens in the democratic period than in Milosevic’s period.
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5.2.4 RQ4: How has RTS changed from state TV to a public broadcaster?
The results are clear that during Milosevic’s period the coverage of state and ruling party
officials’ activities was dominant in duration as well as in importance. Not only were Official
Stories were frequently the first news and accounted for the biggest portion of RTS newscast, but
the coverage of these individual items was extremely long, going up to more than 35 minutes.
Moreover, the stories about the state and ruling party officials were positively framed while the
stories with possible negative effects for the regime would be neglected or omitted. RTS also
dedicated more time in electoral campaigns to ruling parties. The video coverage often included
only the meetings of officials, their press conferences, or other activities. Also, other types of
stories were framed to support the state policies. Therefore, it can be concluded that during
Milosevic’s period RTS was state television which, not only absolutely prioritized the
coverage of state and ruling party officials, but also framed the stories in order to support
the regime politics.
In the democratic period, the proportion of Official Stories and other types of stories in
the RTS newscast was more evenly balanced than in Milosevic’s period. Furthermore, in the
period of 2004-2009, three major types of stories were almost equally distributed in RTS
newscast with Social Issues taking 22.52% of RTS newscast, Other Political Stories 22.10%, and
Official Stories 21.61%.
The results also suggest a more balanced approach in the coverage of activities of
officials. There was no extremely long stories covering the activities of state and ruling party
officials and the coverage of this type of stories was, in most cases, followed by multi-angle
reporting about the issue. The reporting in electoral campaigns was also more balanced as RTS
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gave almost identical air time to each candidate. Also, in the democratic period, the longest story
in RTS newscast was not an Official Story but that position was shared among Official Story,
Other Political Story, and Social Issues story.
However, the facts that the leading story in the RTS newscast in the democratic period
most frequently remained the Official Story, that in the coverage of Kosovo issue defensive
language was sometimes dominant, and that Official Stories resurged to dominate RTS newscast
in times of important political events, suggest that RTS may be shifting sometimes to support the
government in matters of important domestic political issues. This could be also explained by the
general perception of the public broadcaster’s role in Serbia, which, as IREX (2005) describes,
sees the public broadcaster as a representative of state’s interests.
Therefore, it can be concluded that RTS in Milosevic’s period was a state TV that
supported the regime. In the democratic period, RTS geared more towards a public service
broadcaster, with its more balanced and more diverse reporting. However, the elements of
state TV remained in some aspects, as the station kept considering reporting about state
and ruling party officials’ activities as the priority in ordering the news stories and leaned
towards supporting the government in times of important domestic political events.
5.3 Discussion
This study showed that RTS has succeeded in some segments of its programming to
overcome restrictions of the past. Its flagship news program, Dnevnik 2, is today more balanced
and diverse than it used to be. Social issues, political stories and official stories are almost
equally present in the RTS main newscast, while the language of open support to Serbian
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government and discrimination of other political opinions is absent. The overall news reporting
has become more professional with field coverage of events, presence of more voices, and
improved video coverage.
This study also showed that, in other segments of its news coverage, RTS newscasts did
not follow the direction of change. It has kept the activities of state and ruling party officials as
leading news in most of its newscasts in the democratic period and showed the tendency to
increase the number of official stories during important domestic political events. The trend of
prioritizing the activities of officials in news ordering may influence the formation of public
opinion in the opposite direction of the principles of democratic societies. In democratic societies
the concept obliges equality of all citizens [before the law]. The media is then expected to reflect
this equality. The overwhelming presence of state officials in the opening sections of main
newscast in a particular country may form popular opinion that the activities of officials are more
important than the problems of citizens and that those officials have more power than ordinary
citizens. At the same time, the trends of resurgence in the number of Official Stories during
important domestic political events and the prioritizing of Official Stories in news ordering,
might be an indicator of existing political pressure.
Therefore, the question whether it is more important that RTS moved significantly from
the reporting exercised during Milosevic’s period or whether it still has to take a few steps
forward remains one of whether the glass is half full or half empty.
For the time being it is notable that up to ten years ago RTS was viewed by many
authors (cited in Chapter 1 and 2) as a TV station under the strict influence of the regime which,
practicing one-sided reporting, used it to promote state politics and manipulate citizens. The data
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also indicate that it was a TV station where the journalists were massively purged while the
followers of the regime were put in to replace them. In this context, changes at RTS in the first
nine years after the establishment of democracy could be viewed as a starting point for the
development of the idea of a public service broadcaster in Serbia.
To conclude, it is worth mentioning that media have always been a reflection of the social
and political situation in a particular country. RTS’s fate is one of the most illustrative examples.
During the social-communist period, it was a state TV with the editorial influence coming from
the ruling Communist party but with programming that adhered to the highest norms of
production. It may be assumed that it then reflected the will of the country’s leader Tito to
maintain control over the ideological perceptions of Yugoslavia’s citizens by having influence on
the news program, but to also help the development of their education and knowledge by
producing high quality scientific and educational programming. During the semi-authoritarian
regime of Slobodan Milosevic, RTS was a state TV where, as the data show, professional norms
were severely deteriorated and the content fully controlled by the regime. As many authors
claim, RTS then reflected Milosevic’s will to use the station as a propaganda tool for the
achievement of his goals. Today, as this research shows, RTS’s main newscast achieved
balanced reporting of various issues but kept the priority in news ordering to Official Stories.
Following the previous logic, it can be inferred that, RTS might currently reflect the will of the
political forces in Serbia to offer citizens a diverse look at the world but to keep the priority to
Serbian officials when it comes to explaining this world. Thus, the final transformation of RTS
to a public service broadcaster could ultimately depend on the political will and the existence of
consensus among political elites and economic factors which both, according to IREX (2010),
have an influence on media in Serbia.
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5.4 Recommendations for RTS
The large percentage of Official Stories as leading stories in RTS newscast during the
democratic period could be justified by the number of important political issues Serbia is facing
in its path of democratic transformation – the issue of the full cooperation with the war crimes
Tribunal in the Hague, the Kosovo issue, or the issue of rapprochement towards the European
Union. They are usually considered to be news priorities and put at the top of the newscast.
However, these important political stories cannot only be covered through the eyes of
officials and based on their statements and claims, but should be analyzed as to how they
have an impact on the audience. In that way, they would still keep their primary position in the
RTS newscast but their actors would change – the perspective would be moved from the official
level to the level of ordinary citizens or other social and political players. Thus, the percentage of
Official Stories as leading stories would drop without changing the priority of topics.
In order to keep its neutrality, RTS should consider giving more room to other side(s) of
a conflicting issue, even when important domestic political events are at stake. In that way, the
defensive language about these events (i.e. Kosovo) used by Serbian officials would not
dominate RTS reporting. No matter how important the issue might be for the country, the press
should always take its distance. Distanced reporting would help the leadership and the people to
have better insights and make better decisions.
As during important domestic political events, the coverage of officials’ activities has a
possibility to increase and RTS editors should pay additional attention to the balanced
representation of other types of stories during these periods.
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RTS should maintain the balanced representation of all types of stories in its newscasts.
At the same time, it should promote investigative reporting, which was not found in RTS’s
newscasts during the whole period of this study. Being a public service does not demand solely
the reflection of social events, but also the investigative role. The public broadcaster is ethically
and financially responsible to the citizens of Serbia. It should play a watchdog role – checking on
the government and other abuses in the societies and act in the best interest of its public.
5.5 Limitations
This research does not have a perfect representative sample. Having in mind that the
weekends were excluded in sampling procedure for this study, the population of RTS’s
newscasts in the period of 1989 to 2009 was 5481: 21years X (365days - 52weekends X 2days in
the weekend) = 5481days (newscasts). According to Hocking et al. (2003), the sample size for
the population of 5,000 with 95% confidence level would be 357. This study analyzed 63
newscasts with three newscasts analyzed each year. The researcher had limited time and
resources to gather larger number of newscasts, which were located in Serbia. However, having
in mind that the study of 63 newscasts found large discrepancies between two analyzed periods,
the probability that the larger sample would show different results is diminished.
Also, due to the limited time in which one coder had to analyze 63 newscasts, this
research did not include the systematic analysis of video coverage.
A small number of newscasts analyzed in this study were not available in their entirety to
the researcher. These newscasts are: 05/17/1989, 05/19/1993, 09/08/1993, 09/13/2000, 05/12/
2002, and 09/14/2005. Due to technical difficulties, the end or the beginning of the newscast was
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missing. The missing segments were not considered in the coding (i.e. Weather). As the number
and the duration of missing segments were small and were not included in the coding, it is
assumed that their omission did not influence the results. Also, in two newscasts, due to technical
difficulties, the audio was interrupted. Those are the newscasts from 02.18.1994 and 02.16.2001.
The researcher was able to categorize the stories relying on the combination of available sound
and video. Thus, it is assumed that the results were not influenced.
Finally, it has to be noted that the researcher was an employee of RTS until 2007 when
she took an unpaid leave of absence to come to the United States. Thus, it can be assumed that,
in some extent, researcher’s subjectivity might have had an impact on the results of this study.
However, the researcher did her best to distance herself and to offer an objective and fair
analysis of RTS’s work based on scientific data gathered for the purpose of this study. During
the period of the study the researcher was not in any way paid by the RTS.
5.6 Future research
This research analyzed 63 RTS newscasts. In order to verify the validity of these results
future studies may include a larger sample. They could also add a category of video coverage in
the analysis of RTS’s newscast, which would give a more complete image of changes
implemented in RTS in the last 20 years.
This research dealt mainly with the quantitative analysis. In order to get a more complete
picture of the situation in RTS, future studies should include qualitative analyses, too. These
qualitative analyses could be in form of interviews or surveys with employees. The interviews
could be directed to answer questions that quantitative analysis cannot – such as the existence of
political influence or other types of pressures, existence of censorship or self-censorship, etc.
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Future studies should interview different groups of people in RTS’s news program – young
journalists who did not have experience in Milosevic’s RTS and older journalists who continued
working throughout both periods.
Also, as the trend of the resurgence of Official Stories during important domestic political
events was noted in this research, future studies may look into the reasons for this phenomenon.
Moreover, future studies should include the comparison of RTS’s work with the work of
TV stations that have been in similar situations (i.e. state/public TV stations in the countries of
the former Yugoslavia). These analyses would allow for patterns to be distinguished. Also, future
studies could do the comparison of public TV stations in countries in transition with public TV
stations in countries with a developed system of democratic governance. These studies would
allow for more precise positioning of public TV stations in countries of transition.
One possible technique for better positioning RTS’s work would be to compare it with
the work of public service broadcasters in developed democracies. That kind of assessment could
serve as a guideline for the path to which RTS should strive.
Finally, based on the results of content analysis of 63 RTS’s newscasts, this study has
developed four hypotheses of change in newscasts in state/public TV depending on the change of
the regime. The hypotheses state: 1) consistency of duration of newscasts increases as the regime
in the country becomes less controlling; 2) the dominance of Official Stories decreases as the
regime in the country becomes less controlling; 3) the number of sound bites in newscasts
increases as the regime becomes less controlling (the number of voices in newscasts increases as
the democracy progresses); and 4) the coverage of Official Stories resurges in times of important
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domestic political events, possibly those which for the consequence have the endangered
national security, even if the regime becomes less controlling. These hypotheses were based on
the analysis of only one country in transition. In order for them to be more generalizable the
analyses of newscasts of other state/public TV stations in countries which were subject to regime
change would need to be done.
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APPENDIX A
TABLES AND FIGURES

Year

Variable Target
Description (grouped)

AMR

AMR%

SHR%

Total Individuals

Total Individuals

Total Individuals

2003

DNEVNIK 2

1,080,298

15.4%

42.8%

2004

DNEVNIK 2

1,052,979

14.9%

39.7%

2005

DNEVNIK 2

1,056,231

14.9%

39.7%

2006

DNEVNIK 2

1,127,641

16.0%

42.7%

2007

DNEVNIK 2

1,184,068

16.8%

44.6%

2008

DNEVNIK 2

1,232,327

17.5%

45.4%

2009

DNEVNIK 2

1,210,154

17.2%

44.5%

Table 1: Average viewership of Dnevnik 2, 2003-2009
Source: AGB Nielsen, data analyzed by Senić (2009) 27

27

The data shown here are unpublished. The source is AGB Nielsen and the data analysis was done by Nada Senić
from RTS research center for the purpose of this thesis.
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Year

Description

Channel

Date

SHR% Total
Individuals

2003

Dnevnik 2

RTS 1

January 11, 2003

53.6%

2004

Dnevnik 2

RTS 1

January 4, 2004

48.3%

2005

Dnevnik 2

RTS 1

January 6, 2005

43.4%

2006

Dnevnik 2

RTS 1

March 13, 2006

52.5%

2007

Dnevnik 2

RTS 1

December 22, 2007

52.3%

2008

Presidential Elections

RTS 1

January 30, 2008

59.8%

2009

Dnevnik 2

RTS 1

January 15, 2009

55.8%

Table 2: The most popular news program in the country 2003-2009 28
Source: AGB Nielsen, data analyzed by Senić (2009a) 29

28

Idem

29

The data here do not show the average but the most watched news program in the country per year for all
channels in Serbia.
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Figure 1: Example of the second instrument for content analysis
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N

Range

DurationNCsec

63 3212.00

Valid N
(listwise)

63

Figure 2.1.

1258.00

Mean

4470.00 2313.5238

Range of Duration and Mean for 1989-2009

N

Range

DurationNCsec

36 3212.00

Valid N
(listwise)

36

Figure 2.2.

Minimum Maximum

Minimum Maximum
1258.00

Mean

4470.00 2436.0833

Range of Duration and Mean for 1989-2000

N

Range

DurationNCsec

27 1138.00

Valid N
(listwise)
Figure 2.3.

27

Minimum Maximum
1674.00

Mean

2812.00 2150.1111

Range of Duration and Mean for 2001-2009
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Total Duration Time (seconds)
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
20/2/2009

15/2/2008

16/2/2007

17/2/2006

18/2/2005

20/2/2004

21/2/2003

15/2/2002

16/2/2001

18/2/2000

19/2/1999

28/2/1998

23/2/1997

16/2/1996

17/2/1995

18/2/1994

19/2/1993

21/2/1992

15/2/1991

16/2/1990

17/2/1989

Total All

Figure 2.4. Fluctuation in total duration of newscasts

N

Sum

Mean

Official Stories

63

54099.00

858.7143

Other Political

63

27342.00

434.0000

Social Issues

63

19774.00

313.8730

Sports

63

8579.00

136.1746

Conflict

63

8227.00

130.5873

Culture

63

6022.00

95.5873

International

63

5741.00

91.1270

Weather

61

4242.00

69.5410

About RTS

63

747.00

11.8571

Commentary

63

688

10.92

Kicker

63

530.00

8.4127

Obituaries

63

294.00

4.6667

Valid N (listwise)

61

Figure 3.1. Sum and Mean of Stories 1989-2009
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N

Sum

Mean

Official Stories

36

40926.00

1136.8333

Other Political

36

17057.00

473.8056

Social Issues

36

9201.00

255.5833

Conflict

36

4643.00

128.9722

Sports

36

3372.00

93.6667

Culture

36

2576.00

71.5556

International

36

2397.00

66.5833

Weather

35

2289.00

65.4000

Commentary

36

688

19.11

About RTS

36

456.00

12.6667

Obituaries

36

274.00

7.6111

Kicker

36

103.00

2.8611

Valid N (listwise)

35

Figure 3.2. Sum and Mean of Stories 1989-2000
N

Sum

Mean

Official Stories

27

13173.00

487.8889

Social Issues

27

10573.00

391.5926

Other Political

27

10285.00

380.9259

Sports

27

5207.00

192.8519

Conflict

27

3584.00

132.7407

Culture

27

3446.00

127.6296

International

27

3344.00

123.8519

Weather

26

1953.00

75.1154

Kicker

27

427.00

15.8148

About RTS

27

291.00

10.7778

Obituaries

27

20.00

.7407

Commentary

27

.00

.0000

Valid N (listwise)

26

Figure 3.3.

Sum and Mean of Stories 2001-2009
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P eriod 1

P eriod 2

Seconds
40926.00

Percentage
48.73%

Seconds
13173.00

17057.00

20.31%

10285.00

9201.00

10.96%

10573.00

4643.00

5.53%

3584.00

Sports

3372.00

4.02%

5207.00

Culture

2576.00

3.07%

3446.00

International

2397.00

2.85%

3344.00

Weather

2289.00

2.73%

1953.00

Commentary

688.00

0.82%

.00

About RTS

456.00

0.54%

291.00

Obituaries

274.00

0.33%

20.00

Kicker

103.00

0.12%

427.00

100.00%

52303.00

Official
Stories
Other
Political
Social
Issues
Conflict

Total

N
Sum

12
83982.00

Compared Period 2/Period 1
Percentage

Increase/Decrease in %

25.19%

-48.32%

19.66%

-3.18%

20.21%
6.85%
9.96%
6.59%
6.39%
3.73%
0.00%
0.56%
0.04%
0.82%

84.51%
23.94%
147.95%
114.80%
124.01%
37.00%
-100.00%
2.47%
-88.28%
565.66%

12

100.00%

Figure 3.4. Percentage of sum of types of stories in the newscast
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1/2/2009

1/2/2008

1/2/2007

1/2/2006

1/2/2005

1/2/2004

1/2/2003

1/2/2002

1/2/2001

1/2/2000

1/2/1999

1/2/1998

1/2/1997

1/2/1996

1/2/1995

1/2/1994

1/2/1993

1/2/1992

1/2/1991

1/2/1990

1/2/1989

90.00%

80.00%

70.00%

60.00%

50.00%
Percent OS

40.00%
Percent OP

30.00%
Percent SI

Percent IN

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%

Figure 3.5. Percentage of stories per newscast
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2001-2003
Seconds
5328.00

Percentage
33.32%

Seconds
7845.00

Social issues

2396.00

14.98%

8177.00

Other Political

2261.00

14.14%

8024.00

Conflict

2217.00

13.86%

1367.00

Sports

1483.00

9.27%

3724.00

International

970.00

6.07%

2374.00

Culture

647.00

4.05%

2799.00

Weather

496.00

3.10%

1457.00

Kicker

Official Stories

148.00

0.93%

279.00

About RTS

26.00

0.16%

265.00

Obituaries

20.00

0.13%

.00

Commentary

.00

0.00%

.00

Total

12

N
Sum

15992.00

Compared: 20042009/2001-2004

2004-2009
Percentage
21.61%
22.52%
22.10%
3.76%
10.26%
6.54%
7.71%
4.01%
0.77%
0.73%
0.00%
0.00%

Difference in %
-35.15%
50.30%
56.30%
-72.84%
10.59%
7.79%
90.53%
29.37%
-16.98%
348.89%
-100.00%
0.00%

12
100.00%

36311.00

100.00%

Figure 3.6. Types of stories in percentages
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N

Sum

Mean

Official Stories

9

5328.00

592.0000

Social Issues

9

2396.00

266.2222

Other Political

9

2261.00

251.2222

Conflict

9

2217.00

246.3333

Sports

9

1483.00

164.7778

International

9

970.00

107.7778

Culture

9

647.00

71.8889

Weather

9

496.00

55.1111

Kicker

9

148.00

16.4444

About RTS

9

26.00

2.8889

20.00

2.2222

.00

.0000

Obituaries
Commentary

9

Valid N (listwise)

9

Figure 3.7.

Sum and Mean of Stories 2001-2003
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N

Sum

Mean

Social Issues

18

8177.00

454.2778

Other Political

18

8024.00

445.7778

Official Stories

18

7845.00

435.8333

Sports

18

3724.00

206.8889

Culture

18

2799.00

155.5000

International

18

2374.00

131.8889

Weather

17

1457.00

85.7059

Conflict

18

1367.00

75.9444

Kicker

18

279.00

15.5000

About RTS

18

265.00

14.7222

Commentary

18

.00

.0000

Obituaries

18

.00

.0000

Valid N (listwise)

17

Figure 3.8. Sum and Mean of Stories
2004-2009

Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

OS

27

42.9

42.9

42.9

OP

15

23.8

23.8

66.7

SI

9

14.3

14.3

81.0

Conflict

6

9.5

9.5

90.5

Culture

2

3.2

3.2

93.7

IN

2

3.2

3.2

96.8

Commentary

1

1.6

1.6

98.4

OS/OP

1

1.6

1.6

100.0

63

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 4.1. Longest story 1989-2009
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Figure 4.2. Longest Story 1989-2009
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Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

OS

20

55.6

55.6

55.6

OP

8

22.2

22.2

77.8

Conflict

2

5.6

5.6

83.3

SI

2

5.6

5.6

88.9

Commentary

1

2.8

2.8

91.7

Culture

1

2.8

2.8

94.4

IN

1

2.8

2.8

97.2

OS/OP

1

2.8

2.8

100.0

36

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 4.3. Longest Story 1989-2000
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Figure 4.4. Longest Story 1989-2000
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Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

OP

7

25.9

25.9

25.9

OS

7

25.9

25.9

51.9

SI

7

25.9

25.9

77.8

Conflict

4

14.8

14.8

92.6

Culture

1

3.7

3.7

96.3

IN

1

3.7

3.7

100.0

27

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 4.5. Longest Story 2001-2009
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Figure 4.6. Longest Story 2001-2009
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Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Conflict

4

44.4

44.4

44.4

OP

2

22.2

22.2

66.7

OS

2

22.2

22.2

88.9

IN

1

11.1

11.1

100.0

Total

9

100.0

100.0

Figure 4.7. Longest Story 2001-2003

Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

SI

7

38.9

38.9

38.9

OP

5

27.8

27.8

66.7

OS

5

27.8

27.8

94.4

Culture

1

5.6

5.6

100.0

18

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 4.8. Longest Story 2004-2009
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Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

OS

40

63.5

63.5

63.5

OP

10

15.9

15.9

79.4

Conflict

4

6.3

6.3

85.7

IN

4

6.3

6.3

92.1

SI

2

3.2

3.2

95.2

Culture

1

1.6

1.6

96.8

Sport

1

1.6

1.6

98.4

Weather

1

1.6

1.6

100.0

63

100.0

100.0

Total

5.1. Leading Story 1989-2009
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Figure 5.2. Leading Story 1989-2009

Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

OS

26

72.2

72.2

72.2

OP

6

16.7

16.7

88.9

Conflict

2

5.6

5.6

94.4

IN

1

2.8

2.8

97.2

SI

1

2.8

2.8

100.0

36

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 5.3. Leading Story 1989-2000
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Figure 5.4. Leading Story 1989-2000
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Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

OS

14

51.9

51.9

51.9

OP

4

14.8

14.8

66.7

IN

3

11.1

11.1

77.8

Conflict

2

7.4

7.4

85.2

Culture

1

3.7

3.7

88.9

SI

1

3.7

3.7

92.6

Sport

1

3.7

3.7

96.3

Weather

1

3.7

3.7

100.0

27

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 5.5. Leading Story 2001-2009
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Figure 5.6. Leading Story 2001-2009
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Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

IN

3

33.3

33.3

33.3

OS

3

33.3

33.3

66.7

Conflict

2

22.2

22.2

88.9

SI

1

11.1

11.1

100.0

Total

9

100.0

100.0

Figure 5.7. Leading Story 2001-2003

Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

OS

11

61.1

61.1

61.1

OP

4

22.2

22.2

83.3

Culture

1

5.6

5.6

88.9

Sport

1

5.6

5.6

94.4

Weather

1

5.6

5.6

100.0

18

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 5.8. Leading Story 2004-2009

N

Minimum Maximum

Sound bites

63

Valid N
(listwise)

63

2.00

48.00

Mean
16.9841

Figure 6.1. Number of Sound bites 1989-2009
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N

Minimum Maximum

Sound bites

36

Valid N
(listwise)

36

2.00

32.00

Mean
9.6389

Figure 6.2. Number of Sound bites 1989-2000

N

Minimum Maximum
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Figure 6.3. Number of Sound bites 2001-2009
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Figure 6.4.. Number of Sound bites 2001-2003
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Figure 6.5. Number of Sound bites 2004-2009
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Figure 6.6. The trend of increasing number of sound bites per newscast 1989-2009
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Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

5.00

5

13.9

13.9

13.9

2.00

3

8.3

8.3

22.2

4.00

3

8.3

8.3

30.6

7.00

3

8.3

8.3

38.9

8.00

3

8.3

8.3

47.2

9.00

3

8.3

8.3

55.6

12.00

3

8.3

8.3

63.9

3.00

2

5.6

5.6

69.4

16.00

2

5.6

5.6

75.0

19.00

2

5.6

5.6

80.6

10.00

1

2.8

2.8

83.3

11.00

1

2.8

2.8

86.1

13.00

1

2.8

2.8

88.9

14.00

1

2.8

2.8

91.7

17.00

1

2.8

2.8

94.4

23.00

1

2.8

2.8

97.2

32.00

1

2.8

2.8

100.0

Total

36

100.0

100.0

Figure 6. 7. Frequency of sound bites 1989-2000
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